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Abstract 

Since the end of the Second World War the relative performance between the 

Allied and Geman Anny during the North West European Campaign has become the 

subject of extendeci debate. In almost every instance, however, academics have preferred 

to detemine conclusions without extensive examination of the soldier's experience. This 

thesis is an attempt to help redress this discrepan-. Through the experiences of Canloan 

officen serving with the Second British Arrny, it is evident that the tactical reality was 

often more complex than has been accepted This is illumimted through the fact that the 

conditions of service both prior and afier deployment into a theatre of operations served 

as parameters that predetennined the level of tactical and operational success possible. 

The Allies found that they could not deploy their amour in the same roles as the enemy 

and were forced into more cautionq roles. In the defensive, the Allies began to rely on 

those weapons that offered to redress the imbalance, the predominant one k i n g  artilie~. 

Even with these masures the rate of attrition among the infantry banalions still remained 

hi& creating difficulties in maintainhg al1 foms of traditional regimentai leadership. 

The Canloans, and the men they led into battle, did overcome these hindrances and 

continued to fight both effectively and successfully. This thesis will also look at the 

Cadoan Program itself and its volunteers in order to help establish the necessary 

background for the second half of the paper. 
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Preface 

The p n m q  purpose of ths  thesis is to examine the experience of the men 

serving in British infantry battalions during the campaign to liberate North West Europe. 

The thesis is grounded in a carefirl study of both the secondas, and prirnaq sources 

including battaiion war diaries, but the major origuial contribution of the thesis is the use 

of a senes of interviews and questionnaires obtained from junior officers who served in 

the campaign These officen, who joined their battalions either s h o w  before or ciuring 

the campaign, constitute a unique group of observen. As Canloan officers they were 

initially distanced both from fellow officen and the men they comrnanded Their 

expcnences and opinions offer an insight into many of the questions which continue to 

preoccupy historians of the campaign The second- purpose of the thesis is to explore 

the experience of the Canloan officers fiom recruitment through to combat. This would 

compliment and extend the o v e ~ e w  presented by Wilfid Smith in his 1992 book; 

Codeword Canloan. ' 
More importantiy this thesis will attempt establish some new parameters in the 

historiographical debate about the performance of the Second British Anny during the 



North West European Campgn of 1944 - 1945. This issue has resudiaced since the end 

of the war and has in the last decades shifted focus. With the openùig of the British 

archives in the 1960s scholars have become decidedly critical of the British Amiy in the 

final stages of the war. Most of this criticism, however, has shifted away from the fild 

commanders and has begun to focus on the rank and file. From various reports and 

assessments drawn up during the war, authors such as David Montgomery (the Field 

Marshal's son), Richard Lamb and Carlo D'Este have developed arguments supporthg 

this line of thought,' In each instance they refer to the lack of agression inherent to the 

British soldier and his general lack of willingness to close with the enemy. The main 

support drawn for theses assertions are negative intelligence reports and an uncornpieteci 

report drawn up by an observer of one of the British formations fighting in Normarciy. As 

a vetenin of North Afnca and Crete? Brigadier James Hargest served as a serni-official 

obsenier with the 50" British Division fiom DDay to July 1944. His report, written fiom 

the perspective of an New Zealander, suggested that British troops iacked the toughness 

and cornmitment of men fiom the Dominions and would only advance when forced to do 

so by their officers.' What these historians and others as well fail to address though is the 

fact that Hargest is not unanimously negative throughout and he did not live to see the 

successful outcome of the carnpaign fiom which he would have drawn firmer 

conclusions. There are also problems with the other main source, the intelligence reports. 

' WMd Smah Codeword Canioq (Joronto: Dundem Press, 1992). 
' Richard Lamb, Montv in Europe 1943 - 45, (London: Buchati & Emight RibIishers, 1983) 106. David 
Montgomery and AIistair Horne, The Lonelv Leader M o m  1944 - 1 945, (London: Macmilh, 1994) 185. 
and Cario D'Este Decision in Normandv, (London: P a  1984) 158. ' PRO IWO CAB. 106 / 1060 123980. "Hargest Report" 13. 



Geman intelligence reports, captured during the campaign or acquired &er the 

war, added to the weight of evidence the Allied soldier. The most frequently cited 

such document is a report 60m Panzer Lehr Division which States, T h e  morale of the 

British infantry is not veN great.. . the enemy is extraordinarily nervous of close combat. 

Whenever the enemy infmtq is energetidly engaged they mody retreat or s~rrender.'~ 

As David French has argued in his recent study of the morale of Second British 

Amy,  ". . . such evidence sufFers fiom multiple f l a ~ s . " ~  German intelligence officers, like 

their Allied cornterparts had two roles, one was to provide information to staff officers 

and commanders; the other was to maintain the morale of their troops. This often meant 

providing disparaging comments about the enemy. Professor French also notes that the 

Hargest report deals with only one division during a brief period in which the fighting 

was at its most intense. Hargest did not live to witness the culmination of the battle as he 

was killed in July while visiting the forward area of the battlefield. French might have 

added that the Hargest Report was inconsistent and offered lavish prise of some 

formations, especialIy the 49" Division. 

French is properly critical of the way in which historians have relied upon a few 

questionable sources and avoided careful study of what achially happened in combat The 

argument of this thesis parallels and extends this approach to the campaign. This study of 

combat, through the eyes of Canloan officers, demonstrates that the issues of 

efiectiveness and morale are far more complex than the existing secondary sources 

wouid allow. This is based on the acceptance that the physical and extemal factors such 

' See Carlo D'Este, Decision in Normandv, (New York: E.P. Dutton Inc., 1983) 163. 
' David French's "Tommy is no Soldier. The Morale of the Second British Army in Normandy, June - 
August 1944" The Joumai of Stratetzic Studies, 19.4 (Deade r  19%): 155. 



as actually uitnessed in combat place strong inhibitofs on the level of tactical and 

stratepic success attainable. When the reality of the fighting experienced is understood it 

becomes readily apparent that the British soldier, like his counterpart in other amies, 

could be effective in some situations and ineffective in othea. Undeniably his morale 

varied as the battle evolved and were influenced by both intemal events such as fear, but 

the geneses of that fear has to be understood before any genedities can even be 

attempted He responded well to good leadership and poorly to bad. The thesis 

demonstrates the complexity of the issues, but it concludes that the banalions of the 

British Libration Army adapted with ski11 and fiexibility to the limitations of their 

weapons and the burden of having to repeatedly attack an entrenched enemy. 

The thesis begins with an examination of the ongins and implementation of the 

Canloan Program. The second chapter describes the process of incorporating Canloans 

into the British regimental synem and suggests that the system was far more open and 

flexible than is alleged by those who assen that ineffectiveness was linked to the %balF 

character of the regimental systerne6 Chapter three anempts to portray the character of the 

batdefield in North West Europe and the insight Canloan officen provide about the 

attritional pattern of the struggle. Chapter four focuses on the weapons and weapon 

systems employed by both sides and uses Cadoan i n t e ~ e w s  to shed M e r  light on this 

important aspect of the war. The brief conclusion refiects on what has been learned and 

on questions for M e r  research 

See Dominick Graham "Fightmg m Nonh West Europe 1944 - 1945" in On hfimtm. John En* and 
Bmce 1. Gudnundsos ed., (Westport: Praeger, 1994) 154. Anthony K d e t f  "The Soldier in Barrie" in 
Psvcholonical Dimensions in ~ a r , - ~ e r r y  Glad ed. (London: Sage &bhcation~, 1990) and Wùlamwn 
Murray. "British Military Effdveness in the Second World w&" in M î h n r  Effectivena v. Ill. Alan R 
m e n  and Williamson Murray ed., (Boston: Men and Unwin, 1988). 



Chapter One 

To the Colours 

With the outbreak of the Second World War, Great Britain was forced to accept 

that it required the full cornmitment of the Commonwealth and Empire in order to meet 

its global comrnimients. The minimum force required was projected at f i - f i v e  

divisions, but even this was shown to be optinistic withm the fim year of the war and 

had to be scaled back.' The British Government was quick to convert and prepare its 

economy and citizens for war when it enacted a series of four laws in 1939. These Iaws 

enabled the govemment to register, classi- and conscript men and women and allowed 

for the immediate deplopent of a portion of Bntain's peacetime army to France. As 

there existed liale in the way of an immediate materiai or rnanpower reserve, these laws, 

more imprtantly, served to develop the necessary apparatus to create one withio six to 

eight months.* These initiai British war efforts, however, were almost compfetely 

negated in 1940 with the disastrous spring campaign and withdrawal fiom France. 

This was mt an opamistic fiwe as the British Amy Overseas has raiched this levei bndy in 1916 whh 
the development of the Kitchener Amy and the raising of rroops among colonies such as f i c a  and India 
Corelli Barnen, Britain and Her Armv 1509 - f 970, (New York: W h  Morrow and Company, hc., 1970) 
427. 
8 ï h e  four acts were the Armed Forces Act. National Service Act, Military and Air Forces Act, and the 
National Registration Act. F.W. Perry, The Cornmornealth Amies, (Manchester: Manchester University 



Hindered by the subsequent threat of invasion, long term siratepic planning was 

sacrificeci to meet immediate defence needs. Britain's reverses in Cyenaica, Greece, and 

Crete, throughout 1941 culminated with the surrender of seventy thousand troops in 

Singapore in early 1942.~ These losses only compounded Britain's military problems and 

served to M e r  drain what remained of a potential strategic reserve the military could 

develop. Although the Allies had wrestled the strategic initiative from the Axis by early 

1943' Britain was in no position to immediate- capitaiise upon it. As it was, Great 

Britain already had ninety-four out of every one hundred males already in uniform or 

perfomiing essential war work.1° As the Allies prepared to open the second front, the 

British were faced with the conundnun of meeting military commitments in other 

theatres whïle concurrentiy building up an adequate invasion force on the home islands. 

Such was the nature of these commitments that in the year leading up to the opening of 

the second front, the Eighth British Army in Italy sufFered twenn; thousand wualties 

fiom illness aione. ' ' 
The War CMïce was therefore cornpelleci to use what remained of the mtegic 

reseme for the 'loiockout blow" Wnst Nazi Germany. The unis comprising the nucleus of 

the Second British Amy (subsequently re-titled the British Li'beration Amy or BLA) were 

by no means in fighting trim in 1943. Of the twelve divisions makmg up the Second British 

- - - 

Pr=, 1988) 50 - 5 1. 
Barnert, 447. The British d e r e d  twelve thousand d e s  in Greece and a fiuthm twelve thousand in 

Crete. in .Af?ica the British lost aii the temitory taken in the previous months at the cos  of alrnost eighty 
thousand troops. The only positive dmiem ail of this was the denial of the m e g i c  port of Torbruk 
wtuch withheld the combineci dons of the German a c a  Corps for eight months. James L. Stokesbury, 
Shon Histoy of Worid War Two, (New York: Wrlliam Morrow and Company, 1 980) 145 - 146. 
'O This &O represents &OS 2.3 million men m d o m  spread over the Empm Hd thdm not md3y 
available. Barmi& 441. 
" Between September 1943 and March 1944, total casmiries in I d y  were forty-six thousand for which only 
twenty-three thousand reinforcements were sent to replace these losses. Perry, 70. 



Amy, the majonty were Territorial divisions which had been employed as çtatic defmce 

formations since they were ra id .  Many of the &test soldien within these units had been 

previously divertecl into reinforcement units for deployment overseas and therefore reqinred 

personnel to bring them up to strength before they c d d  be placed into a theme of 

operations." It was also decided to compensate for the inexperience of these fomiations by 

retuming four seasoned divisions nom the Mediterranean Theatre. They too required 

reinforcements to bring them up to strength upon their r e m  to England '' 
Faced with the necessity of rebuilding these divisions, the British govemment had 

to renew its efforts to obtain more men to fil1 the rank and file of these fonnations. 

Rather than accepting that it might have to scale back its global commitments or disband 

existing formations, it was decided to lower the s e ~ c e  requirements and transfer surplus 

personnel fkom the other two ser~ices.'~ Through the lowvering of general senrice 

standards, the British High Command was able to conscript pre\ïously exempted 

individuals, but this created new problems. The new soldien had lower test scores in 

intelligence and aptitude than previous waves of recruits and p-rchologïsts indicated that 

these recmits might find it difficult to adjust to military life or the rigours of combat." 

While enough enlisteci men were eventually folmd through this process, there still remained a 

criticai shortage ofjunior offi~ers.'~ One solution to ùlis was the Canloan Program. 

" Stephan Wood, Tàe ScomJh Soldier (Manchester: Archive Pubtication Lirmted, 1987) 124. 
l3 David Fraser, And We Win Shock Thun, (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1983) 13. 
14 In May of 1944 the fïrst 1500 of 26,500 RAF personnel were remmed to training cemes to be renained 
as hdhntqmen. See Millett, Military En'veness v. III, 100. 
1s In his post war assesment of psychiatry and personmi seiection, Ahrenfeldt stated that he recognised the 
p o t d  breakdowu of these recniits. He stressed that soldiers between eighteen and twenty-two years old 
needc! -O k imegrated i U y  More combat or t h y  would break down with alarming fiequ&cy. ioben H. 
Ahrerf-- dt, Pçvchiatrv in the British Armv in the Second Worid War, (New York: Columbia University, 
1958) 214. 
16 The British hoped to take on strength one thousand Canadian officers and piace them immediately within 



In c o n m  to the British ciilenun% the Canadian A m y  at the same moment was 

experiencing what it believed was an abundant surplus of manpower, especidly in 

officers. This optimism was based in part on the fact that the Canadian Army in Sicily 

and Italy had only suffered a cas- rate of just 13% of the total number of Canadians 

deployed.17 III the misguided belief that this casualty rate would remain it was decided 

that it would be feasible to aid an ally with the Canadian officer surplus. With the 

reinforcernent pool of infantq officen projected to be over one thousand by the end of 

1943, a loan of cornmissioned officen was the most Iogical first step. l8  

Although the exact date when the British Army was approached with the offer is 

unknown, it is evident that the Canadians were the party to initiate discussions. The first 

serious discussion about the possibility of a loan is described in a document subrnitted by 

Major A.B. MacLaren who became the liaison officer for the program. in his 

recollections of the genesis of the exchange, MacLaren asserted that it was General 

Letson, the Canadian Adjutant Gened who met with the British Adjutant General, Sir 

Ronald Adam and the British Depury of Organisation, Major General F. Hare on October 

9, 1943." The date of this meeting may be mistaken as it contradicts the date referred to 

in a memoranda dated December 4, 1943 which was a brief fiom Letson to Generai 

Stuar&, the Chef of General Staff. This mernoranda refened to bis meeting with both 

the units of the Second British Amy. Wxth a minimum of meen junior officers per bfkmy banalion this 
would equate to supplying aimost &y-seven banalions or seven divisions. 
l i  The total number deployed was 75,824 personnel. ûfthe nine thousand casualties, only two thousand one 
hundred and nineteen were fBtal. Agahm these figure it should &O be stated that total officer casualties 
throughout 1943 were SeveMeen hundred and severneen kllled wounded or rnissing. Undeniably though, 
these casuaities were almost exclusivdy borne by the dhmy. C.P. Stacey, The Canadian Amy 1939 - 
1945. (Ottawa: The King's Printer, 1948) 127 and 525. 
18 NAC MG 30 EN, vol- 1001 5, file 3 1. "Memoranda h m  Roome to V-AG. on the Production of 
CEcers." December 06, 1943. Total officer casualties throughout 1943 were 1 ,TI 7 küled wounded or 
missing. See Stacey, The Canadian h v ,  525. 



Hare and Sir Adam on November 1 to confinn the desire for the exchange, and to 

establish the working parameters of the loan. The following points discussed in this 

meeting became the working framework for the program: 

- Officers of the Canadian Infantry Corps and RCASC who volunter for such 
service rnay be placed on a loan to the British Amy. 

- They may be withdrawn from loao for contuiuance of their service with the 
Canadian Army should they be required. 

- Canada wil1 continue to be responsible for pay and allowances and pensions. 
- Promotions rnay be canied out while on such loan service on the 

recommendation of the British A m y  approved by the appropriate Canadian 
authority. 

- Service shall be remicted to European and Middle East Zones only in order to 
facilitate withdrawal if retrimed [required sic] to r e m .  

- In general officers of the rank of Lieut shail be permitted to volunteer but a 
proportion of Capts (1 to 8 Lieuts) also shall be pemiitted- 

- The British Army will accept the officers of the Cdn Army approved for the loan 
by the Cdn authority without question. 

- Any officer proved to be unstable will be returned to his service with the Cdn 
A.xmy." 

in the memoranda, Letson stated that two hundred infantry and one hundred 

RCASC officers were available from oveaeas with twelve thousand infant- and senice 

corps offices available withùi canada" Subsequentiy, this figure was to lead to some 

confusion as the Canadian rnilitaiy intermittently offered a figure of fifieen hundred and 

two thousaad to the British. The confusion was to continue at the next meeting on 

F e b v  4, 1944 as the figure of two thousand was ml1 king used as the working 

number without any comment or correction by the Canadian delegation2' 

In his opening comments, the chair of the meeting, Brigadier E.H.A.J. O'Domell 

expressed his gratitude on behalf of the British government for the exchange and 

l9 NAC vol. 1 00 1 5. Report/ l / j  . 'interview with Major AB. MacLaren DAAG(L)- -4ugusî 23. 1 945. 
2G NAC vol. 100 1 5, I/Loan Perd1 /2. "Memoranda fiom Letson to Snüut." December 4, 1943. 
=' NAC RG 24, vol. 100 15. 1Uan P&1/2 "Memoranda fiom Letson to Stuart." December 4, 1943. 
H - RG 24, vol. 100 15, 911oad6. "Minmes of Meeting held at Hobart House." Febntary 4. 1944 



reaffimied that the British were willing to accept two thousand officen. Surprisingly, this 

nurnber was codimed without comment or clarification by the leader of the Canadian 

delegation, Brigadier C S  Booth fkom CMHQ (Canadian Military Headquarters) in 

London in the same meeting the British DDMP, Colonel C.C. Adams, asked if the fim 

flight of officers codd anive before the first week of March as the British were in 

desperate need of one thousand inf' officen. He stated that infmtry were the higher 

pnority as the requirement for SeMce Corps officers was not as pressing." 

As Iate as Feb- 21, the British indicated that they were still preparing to 

accept two thousand officers without any c o n w  comment from the Canadian milit-. 

In a memoranda from the War Office to CMHQ, the British stated that it was their 

intention to inte--te one thousand officen immediately into the infantq battalions with 

the remaining one thousand to be deployed by the end of  une.'^ It was not until March 7, 

that the Canadian militaxy finally began to readjust its figures and establish the actual 

numbers they were able to offer. In response to the British memoranda, a reply was 

drawn up by Major General Montegue, stating somewhat ambiguously, that the Canadian 

Army couid now only provide fourteen hundred and fi@ infantry and fi@ Senrice Corps 

offices. It remains unclear whether or not the Canadian rniiitary was attempting to recant 

on its initial commitment of two thousand, or whether they were t y n g  to clarify a simple 

The volunteer officers of the Cdn Inf Corps and such other 
Corps as may in fûture be required and available will be 
loaned to the British Army in numbers up to the presently 
authorised limit of 1,500. In regard to the suggestion made 

'f RG 24, vol. 100 15.9Aod6. "Minutes of Meeting Wd ar Hobart House." Febniary 4, 1944 
" RG 24, vol. 10015, 9Aod6 .  uMernoranda from Unda-Secretary of Stare to the Senior Ofticer at 
CMHQ" March 7, 1944. 



in earlier discussions that the number available would be 
2,000, we are now informeci at this time for an additional 
500 officers and there is also some doubt as to whether 
volunteers for this additional number could be secured" 

While the numben were k ing  discwed between the British and Canadian 

delegates, the Canadian A m y  initiated a training plan for the Canloan Program. On 

Feb- 10, Colonel R.S. Carey from the office of the Directorate of Personnel 

submitted a regional quota system and training syllabus to the Adjutant General. The 

quotas assigned and training proposed was developed with an ernphasis on meeting the 

British request for two hmdred and fi@ infanw officers shipped eveq two weelis. To 

meet this deadline it was accepted that the training proiided for the Canloans at SOTC 

(Special Officer Training Centre) Susse& New Brunswick would have to be rudimentary 

and some officers would need supplemental training before deployment oveneas. ". . . it is 

pointed out that reinforcement offices trained in Canada cannot be considered suitable 

for the field as any training received can only be considered theoretical since it is 

generally impossible to give them necessary practical man management and leadership 

training in units in this co~ntry."'~ With the system in place, the auùiorisation to recruit 

was given and four days later the program was fonnally announced in Parliament by J.L. 

Ralaon on Februaxy 16, 1944." The response was not as heanening as it was hoped. 

Although districts such as MD 2 (Toronto), MD 3 (Kingston), and Camp Borden 

al1 met their quotas irnmediately and waiting lists of volunteers were created, other 

districts had difficulties meeting their goals. Disappointingiy, MD 1 (London), MD 6 

(Halifax), and MD 10 (Winnipeg) were only able to meet half of their quotas, while MD 

" RG 24. vol. 100 15.9Aoan16. 'Memoranda from Montegue to Unda S&rrtary of Staie." March 8. 1944. 
26 Sm& Codew~rd Canlm 1 o. 



5 (Quebec City) garnered just three ~olunteers.'~ Nonetheless, tbree hundred officers 

evenrually stepped forward and the first quota was filled &ter two weeks. 

As the number of volunteers coming f o m d  were analyse& the National 

Defence Headquarters realised that new recniiting rneasures were necessq for the 

second quota required in late Febmary. On March 3, it was decided to open the program 

to volunteers outside of the home divisions and Canadian Infantry Corps. The prograrn 

was fim opened to qualified infmtry personnel posted to the National Defence 

Headquarters and subsequently, on March 9, to non infantry personnel; especially 

officers in the various, coastal artillery, anti air- units, and service corps per~onnel.'~ 

The participation of non infantIy officea in the Canloan scheme was dependent upon one 

condition; that they willingly return to the officers training facility at Brockville for 

M e r  training to qualiQ as infantry officen. While this increased the number of 

volunteen stepping f o m d ,  it still failed to provide enough to keep up with the 

timetable projections required by the British 

At this point it was decided to increase awareness and a publicity campaign \vas 

initiated to re-canvass for volunteen in the Canadian Infmtry Corps. The two rneasures 

taken included the publication of a widely distributed pamphlet, as well as personal talks 

by British officers as to the merits of the program. Both meas- were to overcome what 

the Canadian authonties perceived to be the misunderstanding undermining the 

willingness of volunteers to s e p  forward In a memoranda drawn up on March 1, 

Brigadier Topp raised the idea that perhaps potential volunteers were reluctant to step 

" Governent of Canada, House of Comrnons Debates, Hon J.L. Ralnoa Feb- 16. 1944 
* Smith, Cadeword Canloan, 20. 
f9 Srnith, Codeword Canloan, 2 î .  



forward because of apprehensions about s e ~ c e  with the British Amy. This was based 

upon some of the comment- made by ClTC (Canadian Infantry Training Centre) 

Commandants and the recruibg boards; "The Board fin& it difficdt to understand why 

so few officers have volunteered for this &ce from the quite large number here. The 

Commandant of A-1 5 CITC nates they have dl k e n  fbllp infomed as to the conditions 

of this duty but that many of them seem to lack confidence with respect to being able to 

hande British 

The new measures did have some success as the pamphlet led a large nurnber, 

including Donald Thomson, to volunteer to escape the officer reùiforcement pool. Such 

was Thomson's excitement that he kept a copy and maiied it home to his parents as a 

memento. Gordon Chatterton, Francis McConaghy, René Brunelle, and Cameron Brown 

were convinced to join d e r  listening to talks by offices of the British  mi^.^' Even with 

these efforts the numben remained well below expectations and finally authorisation to 

cease recniitment was given on March 10, 1944? In the end oniy six hundred and 

twenty-three volunteers were obtained and dispatched to Sussex or to Brockville out of 

the fourteen hundred and fi@ infantry officen believed available. 

Initial renims of volunteen appeared promising as idantry officers joined up Mth 

Little urging, but the enthusiasm did not c a q  through every district or through eveq 

branch open to the program. While infantq officers appeared less reluctank the response 

from RCASC URits were disheartening. The reluctance to volunteer for the program was 

Smith, Codeword Canloan, 2 1.  
3 1 See Gordon Chatterton, Personal Interview, November 4, 1996, Francis McConaghy, Personai Interview. 
August 31, 1995, Cameron Brown, Persona1 Imerview. December 13, 1996. René Brunde Survey, NAC 
MG3 1 E96 vol. 3 1 f3e 2. "CANLOAN fristory questionnaire - Responses, A-D." 
32 Smith, Codeword Canloan, 25. 



noticed by the recruiters durin,e the opening stages as returns with the names of 

volunteers were submitted by the various districts; "MD 13: A Shamefbl response from 

the RCASC. It would seem that 'they are quite content to remain here knowing there is 

no call for reinforcements in their branch' MD 6: 'Enclosing 48 achowledgements but 

b e  possibilities remote as RCASC not interested."" 

This apprehension was also recalled by one Canloan who did volunteer for the 

program. As a service corps officer at the Halifax Dockyard, one of Jimmy Canon's 

responsibilities was to oversee the necessary preparations for ships heading to Great 

Britain. In this capacity, Carson was approached by a few of his fellow officers who 

discreetly inquired whether or not he would be willing to load their kit bags onto the next 

ship going overseas. When challenged as to the purpose for this they confessed that it was 

their intention to stow away until the shp was part of a convoy and unable to turn back. 

In no short words, Camn refused to participate but was willing to let the AWOL aspect 

of their actions be disregarded With this the matter was dropped and forgotten? 

A few weeks later, while on temporary assignment in New Brunswick, Carson 

heard that the Canloan Program was now open to RCASC officen and presumed this was 

his chance to get overseas. Figuring that his fellow officers would also be clamouring to 

sign on for the program, he phoned his adjutant to ask if he could reserve a slot for him 

until he returned to Halifax In an amused tone, he was assured that there was no problem 

and that there would be a position awaiting his return. Upon his return he signed up and 

. , immediately sought the same officen who a few 

AWOL to get to Great Britain. He was shocked 

weeks preklously were willing to go 

into silence when the same officers 



questioned his sanity for his willingness 

a few days of his meeting Canon left 

to retrain as an infantry officer. As it was, within 

with only six other candidates for retraining at 

 rockv ville."^ This same attitude was dso expressed among coastal artiliev officers to 

Cameron Brown when he ~olunteered'~ 

Another factor that certainiy did have a direct impact on the numbers of 

volunteen coming fommd was the problem of resistance from the commanding officen 

of the battalions and brigades within the home divisions. One member of the Pictou 

Highlanden bied to get overseas before 1944, but had ody succeeded in king 

transferred out of the unit. Mer aimost a year away from the banalion though, John 

Druhan found himself posted back to the battalion at the personal request of the 

commanduig officer. Tu prevent him fiom being trapped in the unit, Druhan managed to 

obtain an attachent to the Pictou Highlanden rather than a direct posting which allowed 

him to transfer out of the unit at aay point outside of the jurisdiction of the 

Therefore when the Canloan Program was announced, he exercised this right. 

The experience of Frederick Chesham, aide de camp to the General M e e r  

Commanding the 6" Canadian Wantry Division, is another example of the obstacles 

placed in the way of volunteers. In his capacity as the aide de camp, Chesham wodd 

have been one of the fim to hear of the Canloan Program when it was announced in early 

1944 and was one of the first to volunteer. However, the General Officer Col~ll~landing 

ine iYh  dan iniruiuy Brigririr rrîuseci io dlow any volunteers to step forward and 

Y Iimmy Carson, Personal intaview. October 28. 1996. 
" I h m y  Canon, Personal Interview. û c t o k  28,1996. 
3s Camefon Browu, Personal Interview. December 13, 1996. 
37 John Druban, Personai interview. Septernber 9, 1995. Every Canloan interviewai tha  had gone active 
with the Pictou Highianders aü stated that the colonel and senior officers werc older veterans fiom the first 



attempted to suppress the knowledge of the program. Apparently confhnted with a m a s  

enliment for the program from al1 of his units, the commander instead submitted two 

names afier a raffle of dl those wanting to go.38 Despite the reluctance of some and the 

obstruction of othen, those able to sign the initiai forms found themselves quickly en 

route for the last stage before going overseas. 

Once dl the volunteers arrived in Sussex the diversity of those who had 

volunteered became readily apparent Among the volunteers were those fiom well 

established families such as Ross LeMesurier, whose father was the Dean of Law at 

McGill, or Donald Olaud whose family were one of the leading brewers in the Maritimes. 

Mixed in with them were those like Harold Long and Walter Spencer who buth finished 

school at a Young age and were working as labourers when the war was de~lared '~  

In terms of education, the majority of those surveyed had received their senior 

matriculation but there was a h  a large percentage of volunteen who had started their 

University education prior to enlistment? Aimost as common though was the percentage 

of the volunteers such as Roger MacLellan who had only their junior matriculation. He, 

like most within this group, saw the war as a chance for some excitement that was 

impossible to obtain fiom a school book- 

I passed my school exams for grade eleven, [bd 1 didnt wnte 
provincial exams...But we weren't really interested in 
e d u d o n  at this bme; we wanted to go out and join the m y .  

war and tended to keep tbe young officers under their command. 
'* Frederick Chesham S w e y .  NAC MG 30 E96 vol. 31 f3e 1. ''CANLOAN hinory questionnaire - 
Responses, A-D." 
39 Ha* finished school at the age of eighteeg Harold Long was worlong in an aegd coai mine when the 
war was declared. Having grom up in a famiS. of sixteen, Spencer aiso hished school at the age of 
seventeen and had just started an apprenticeship in a printing shop when he volunteered CASF in 1942. 
Harold Long, Personal Interview. Juiy 25, 1995. Walter Spencer, Personai Interview. November 1 5, 1996. 
40 Of the Cdoans surveyed 36.4% had hished their senior marridation and 24.6% had started their 
education at univershy. 



So when we wrote them [school exams] the two of us were 
tallang about it afterwards. I said; '1 dont thmk I passed them 
I didn"t do any good at them' and the other fella said; '1 didn't 
do any good at them either', so we said let's go join up. So 
anyway, that's how it got started" 

This was by no means an exclusive motive for those in hgh school as Ross LeMesurier 

recalls. He joined up in April 1942, just before he was supposed to write the Spring 

exams at McGill University. He, as had many othen at the University, had the same 

motivation for enlisment: The plan was to get in so when p u  came back you'd get 

credit for your year. We attended a certain amount of lectures, but it wasn't really that 

effective of a academic year.'" Not all of the Canloans were midents when they 

volunteered for CASF. Some, such as Albert Graves and Robert Howlett, had finished 

their schwling and were working to build a career during the Depression4' Others such 

as Donald Diplock and Alastair McLennan had completed their univenity education and 

were pursuing their respective professions as a lawyer and as an executive? 

Perhaps the only cornmon thread for the Canloans was their lack of militaq 

experïence prior to arriving at Sussex in the Spring of 1944. While some of those 

sumeyed had served in the Cadet Corps (3.4 %), the Militia (20.9 %) or COTCs 

(Canadian Officer Training Corps) (14.9 %), moa had no militaxy experience prior to 

enlistment for active service." 

" Rogs MacLd& P e ~ d  Iinewiew. Juiy 25,1995. 
" Ross LeMeSurier, Personal Interview. ûctober 27, 1996. 

Alben Graves finished schooiing at the age of sixteen while Robert Howlett had finished in grade eight 
and was working as a house painter fidl t h e  whüe finishing his schoohg at night and through 
conespondence. See Albert Graves and Robert Howlett survey. Both located NAC MG 3 1 E96 vol. 3 1 file 
3. "CAhZ0A.X history questionnaire - Responses, E X "  
44 From &ose surveyed, approximareiy 1 1.9% of Canloans had cornpieteci th& university education. 
45 Of the volunteers 17.6% of those sun eyed and intervieweci stated that they had no previous military 
experience. 



Perhaps one of the most unique volunteers was C. Vincent Liltey who joined the 

permanent force in 1932 and spent two yean with the P.P.C.L.I. before seeking 

excitement elsewhere. Travelling to Great Britain to serve with the Loyal (North 

Lancashire) Regirnent, he shortiy afiecwards applied for an officer candidacy. Due to the 

prohibitive expense of a peacetime commission Lilley's application was refuse4 and he 

opted to remain in the ranks and transfer to the Ment where the p y  was marginally 

better? Over the next six yean, Lilley rose to the rank of RSM before being returned to 

England in 1942 due to an illness. In England he encountered his old Militia regiment 

(Loyal Edmonton Re-@ment) and was convinced to tramfer to Canadian control. His stay 

rvith the battalion was cut short as his transfer fell through and was retumed to Canada to 

receive his commission. Once back in Canada he found that he could not escape from the 

reinforcement pool and saw, as did many others, the Cdoan  Program as a means to get 

overseas. '' 
The impetus for many to volunteer for the Canloan Program was very much in 

line with that of Lilley. Through the practice of retuming soldiers fiom overseas to 

receive their commissions some Cadoans becarne trapped in the rnorass of the 

reinforcement pool and were unable to retum to their units in Great Britain. For some 

Like Robert Jackson there were also added incentives. HaWig been oveaeas with the 

Royal Hamilton Light Infantry, he had been retumed to Canada for a commission in 1943 

and found it impossible to r e m  While wanting to renim to his unit was certaidy a 

It bas to be also menhoneci that it was not until 1928 that the iht enlisteci man wsls ailowed eatrance h o  
Smdh~m. -4s such by the time of Lilley's application, -ce of rankers into the school wodd have been 
rare. See Michael Yardley, Sandhurst A D o c u m w ,  (London: Harrap, 1987) 63. 

Vicent Lilley Survey. NAC MG 30 E % v. S 1, file 6. 'CANLOAEI bistory quenioiinaue - -O-. L- 
P.- 



motive, a more pressing one for ths yung man was the fact that there was also a woman 

in England he intended to marry" Another group of Canloans wishing to get overseas 

were those who had participated in the raid at Dieppe. Each of the seven Canioans of this 

moup had been decorated either with the DCM or the MM, and so h e w  what lay 
Y 

al~ead''~ The majonty though, had neither combat nor overseas experience and so 

regarded the Canloan R o m  as the simplest means to fûifil their desire for action. 

Many of those not in the infmtq reinforcement meam also had a strong desire to 

pet overseas. For Gerald Hatchette, the motivation for overseas duty was to get away 
Y 

from the boredom of the coastal artillery. Having volunteered for the CASF (Canadian 

Active Senice Force) in 1942, he had spent almost a full year in Louisbourg guarding the 

St. Lawrence Seaway before volunteering for the Canloan Program. The tediurn of 

incessant bad weather, poor equipment, and even poorer social oppominities made the 

Canloan program dl the more appealing.jO 

For othea trapped in the home divisions, the influx of large nurnbers of NRMA 

personnel (National Resources Mobilisation Act or 'R' Recruh) or Zombies, was the 

final straw. For those such as Ralph Russell and Roger MacLellan the arrivai of NRMA's 

into the Pictou Highlanden were seen as a bad omen as it was a definitive sign that the 

unit was destined to remain a home guard battalion. Any officer caught in these unis was 

faced with little prospect of going overseas or even obtaining a -fer out of the unit." 

43 Robert Jacksoq Personal Interview. ûaober 30, 1996. 
" Smith, Codeword CanIoan, 17. 
'O in his k t  attempt at firing the two guns at the station, one cracked its base upon firing and was non 
serviceable for most of the rest of the year. The only source of recreation were dances located at the d 
cornmunity of Mulgrave which was shared with the h fhy  garrkon wbich resuited in numaous d e s  
between artillery and infaatxy soldiers. G dd Hatchene, Personal Interview. September 9, 1995. 
" Both Càdoans stated that the 'R' nentitr would often refhse to parade or train Raiph RLwA, Personal 
Lntenriew. September 20, 1995. Roger MacLellan, Personal Interview. Juiy 25, 1995. 



Whatever their individual motives, the Canloans tended to edist in at least twos 

or threes althou* there were mass enrolments on more than one occasion The largest 

group came from the Pictou Highlanders where seventeen of the battalionos officen 

descended upon the adjutant and signed up en mass. Faced with this, the adjutant simply 

passed dl of the names up the chain of command with the expectation that they would 

choose how many they needeci To his consternation, however, ai1 seventeen were chosen 

and ordered to move to the Special Officer Training Centre (SOTC) Sussex immediately. 

Designed to serve as a refresher coune and a means to test the candidacy of the 

volunteen for the program, it was placed under the command of Brigadier Milton Gregg 

VC, MC. Having previously been the Commandant at each of the OTC's, as well as the 

Battle Drill School in Vernon British Columbia, it would have k e n  difficult to find 

another officer who had betîer qualifications to adjudicate the group or the patience to 

control their hi& spirit. Gregg brought with him penonally selected instructon from 

Vernon and the other training centres who he felt would be an asset. They agreed to corne 

to Sussex but placed one restriction to their participation; to be allowed to form part of 

the fim draft of volunteers going oveneas. He acquiesced and with his staff temporarily 

intact, Gregg moved to Sussex to prepare to implernent the training syllabus. The 

syllabus included many standard drills, lectures and TEWTs (tactical exercise without 

troops), but there were also other interesting lectures as well. Coupled with lectures on 

their roles as combat leaders, the Canloans were also given lectures on the proper use of 

flatware at a mess b e r  and how to choose a china pttem." 

'' See Waîter Spmcer, Pmonal Intewiew. November 15, 1996 and HL@ Ndy,  Personai interview. 
December 12, 1996. 



As most of the material had beec taught to the volucteers on numerous occasions 

before, the volunteen chaffed at the lectures and the indWiduals tryïng to give them. On 

one occasion the volunteers took matters into their own han& when the students became 

dissatisfied with the hstructor and his adherence to an outdated manual. Rather than allow 

another officer with combat experience to teach the lecture, the inmuctor replied that it 

would be "Over rny dead body!". With this prompting, the students obliged him and he was 

forcibly ejected fiom the lecture rwm landing at the feet of Bri-adier G ~ J  who was 

passuig by. When cballenged as to the purpose of this the snidents replied simpiy that they 

were in the process of changing instructors. Quickly assessing the situation, Gregg's response 

was immediate; "Very good, cary onyd3 

Another more hi& spirited incident occurred one aftemmn while the volunteen 

were conducting an exercise with blank ammunition. To the frustration of the instnictors, 

the volunteen refused to dirty their weapons by firing them during an exercise. The 

exercise was called off and the officers were loaded ont0 trucks to return to base. In their 

exuberance the officers decided to discharge their weapons out of the back of the 

vehicles while passing through the town of Sussex. Naturally this caused some 

consternation among the civilians and M e r  angered the instructing staff. Leaving them, 

the instnictors marched off and within a short time the whole course was commanded to 

move to gym where Gregg was to speak to them. Still in high spirits, the officers marched 

to the gyrn in good order and waited for the Brigadier. In their wait one Canloan broke 

ranks and decided to lead the group in a rendition of a ribald Song. With his back to the 

entrame, this Canloan did not notice when the Brigadier entered and he continued to sing 

" Hamid Long Personai alewiew. hrly 25.1995. 



until noticing that the other had stopped The brigadier, without M e r  comment, 

commended the young officer for his song, and stated, "But you rnissed a verse, 1 will 

sing it for you" Whereupon Brigadier Gregg contuiued and the Canloans Sung the 

chorus." 

With this the volunteers relaxed and allowed the Brigadier to continue. He began 

by stating that he accepted that they were anxious to get overseas, but there was some 

things that needed to be done. He reminded them that they were going into battie and that 

not eveTone arnong h e m  were as well trained as the resf and it was unfair to prevent 

thern from learning." This calmed the volunteen down and the number of incidents 

declined as the volunteen set to training again In any event there was littie time to get 

bored again as the group was shortly broken up and placed in flights, the first of which 

departed from Halifax on March 29, 1 944 for ~ i v e r ~ o o l . ~ ~  

Collin Brown, Persod Interview. December 6, 1996. 
55 Collin Brown, Penonal Interview. December 6, 19%. 

SlllIf4 Codeword Canloan, Appeadix C. 



Chapter Two 

Settling In 

As each of the Bights arrived in England a pre-set administrative apparatus moved 

into motion to process the Canadians as quickly as possible. Meeting the Canlom at 

ports throughout Western England was a welcoming cornmittee to greet the Canadiam as 

they disembarked from the ship. From the port they were immediately taken to London 

and kept tosether in the Marylebome Hotel where they spent their first night. The 

following day they were shepherded into large side rooms in the hotel where a panel of 

British soldiers awaited to assign the Canadians to their prospective units. For those with 

prior experïence, specific unit affiliations were sought out and pressure was intense to get 

into those units. Those fresh fiom the OTCs, artillery and service corps uni& tended to 

either go with a fiend or to who ever seemed the most need worthy. Often in these cases 

the Canadians went with units that either relatives or fiends had served in or desiring 

something exciting, opted for banalions in the airborne divisions. One Canioan chose his 

regiment simply because his family's gardener had served with the regiment in the Fim 

World warn Another joined a particdm county regiment because his family owned a 

" Frederick Chesham S w e y .  NAC MG 30 E96 vol. 31 file 1. uCANiOAN history questionnaire - 



pottery d l  in the region and he had visited there as a ~ h i l d . ~ ~  Whatever their choice, the 

Canadians were quickly processed and placed into groups for the afternwn jomey to 

their new unis. WhiIe this was the standard routine for most of the Canloans, the last two 

flights took another leg in their travels. For these flights, comprising predominately of the 

artille- and s e ~ c e  corps volunteers. there were additional weeks of training at Barnard 

Castle, the British advance i n f m  training centre. 

The motivation behind the additional training was to address the inadequacies 

recognised by both the British and Canadian High Command before the first Canloans 

were ever sent This opinion was subsequentiy validated when the Canloans began to 

amve at their units after June 6. 

H.Q. 2°6 Amy make the comment that Canloan officers 
who arrived in the theatre had a high degree of individual 
aainuig but apparentiy had had little oppomuiity of seMng 
with piatoons and, consequently, their man-management 
viewpoint needed adjusting on arrivai with unis in the line. 
Experience had proven that Canloan offices who had 
previously served in the Cdn. Army Overseas as N.C.Os. 
had a high standard of man management.5g 

For many of the Canadians, the îraining at Bamard Castle over next few weeks was to 

remain one of the highest points in their senice with the British Army. This opinion was 

based on the rnanner in which the course was taught and the lessons offered Having just 

corne fiom the Canadian training program, many Canloans felt that they had received 

inadquate training to prepare them for the upcoming battle. Their pnmary concems 

Responses, A-D." 
58 George Beck, Personal Interview. Septernber 26,1996. 
'' NAC RG 24 v. 100 15.9Ireponl6 memoranda h m  Major -Machuen to C m Q  on his rec+m visit to 21 
. h y  Group." September 28, 1944. 



were in the area of tactics, radio work and especially weapons training.60 The lack of 

weapon training was not an uncornmon cornplaint as it was expresseci by Canadian 

cornmanden overseas: "Infanffy reinforcements in the fa11 of 1944 were folmd to have 

little 'fieldcraft sense' and less training on grenades, the submachine gun, and PIAT 

( proj ector, infantm, antitank). '" ' 
Recalling his lectures on the subject in Brockville, Frederick Burd noticed the 

improvement of the training received at Barnard Castie on fighting in built up areas. 

mead of lectures recited fiom PAM's (hiblished A m y  Manual) in a stale classroom 

setting, Burd and his fellow Canadians were issued the notes to study the day before the 

subject was taught. The aext &y they were cailed into a class rwm where a miniature 

town mode1 was displayed and asked to verbally wak though an attack to clear the 

buildings with the ernphasis on theory and tactics gleaned fiom the previous nights notes. 

At numerous points the insûuctors would stop the candidate and open the discussion on 

the merits of the individual's moves or plans. After this exercise the candidates were then 

taken to a nearby abandoned neighbourhood and issued with live ammunition and 

support weapons in order to apply the previous days le~sons.~' Another subject Frederick 

60 Lewis bliIler cari r d  that prior to arriWlg in England, he had or@ fired two magatùles fkom the Bren 
Gun and knew only the sicetchiest derails in how to operate, break down and dean the weapon. Lewis 
Miller, Personal interview. November 15, 1996. This mas also the cùaimstance for Hugh ingrabam who 
was also an artiIlery officer previously. Before arrivins at Bamard Cade he had oniy fired one round fiom 
the PIAT, thrown one grenade, fired two mortar rounds and fired two magaines on the Bren Gun. Hugh 
Ingraham smqt- 
61 English, Faifure in Hi& Comrnand, 70-71. 

Fredaidc Burd S w e y .  This type of trainhg was also givem ro the ORS. Afta king wounded at W 1 12, 
Donald Thomson was posted to a training division in Northern Ireland where he Ied platoons througb th& 
advance inhtry vaining. In particuiar he can m d  the FTBUA training they did in a bombed out military 
barracks in Belkt where the soidiers Iearned how to fight their way through the buildings using satchel 
charges to blow in d s .  Donald Thomson, Personal Interview. Septedm 26, 1996. 



Burd can recall leaming about was the tactical domine of the Germans and the counter 

attack; 

Standing on a srna11 nse we watched while before us there 
was the sound of explosions in the middle of a heavy 
smoke screen, and through it emerged the victorious British 
troops. But no sooner had they narted to dig in then 
another barrage and smoke came d o m  fiom the opposite 
direction, and out of the smoke the enemy appeared with 
their Wehrmacht uniforms and weapons correct to the last 
detail. A mere fn'll? Some might say so, but that particular 
scene is still etched vividly in my memory over fifty yean 
l a t e P  

This was to be a lesson many Canloans were to shortiy experience first hand with deadly 

consequences in North West Europe. Even with the advanced training at Barnard Cade 

there was still M e r  training to go through for some as ody the top ten on the coune 

were dlowed to proceed back to their unis. The remainder went on to training divisions 

and ATCs to snidy practical leadership and man management.6s 

For those Canadians not placed on a course at Barnard Castle, there was still 

training undextaken with their new units. For many, this was an eye opener from what 

they had been exposed to in Canada. The greatest ciifference was the realism and amount 

of live firing the British training syllabus seemed to emphasise. Instructed to accompany 

a platoon out to the grenade ranges one aftemoon Roger MacLellan, with the znd 

Glasgow Highlanders, can recall with some consternation the range work experienced 

[nstead of the usual enclosed bays and measured d e .  distances, he was simply taken to 

an open sand pit to allow the men to practice their pitch. Fominately the practice went off 

without injury and the troops seemed to accept the lack of precautions with 



indifference. These relaxed safety rneasurers were not always without injury however. 

Before the 4" Somenet Light Infantry had been committed to France, a grenade practice 

was organised including one of the three Canloan officer with the battalion. While the 

exact cause of the incident was never detemined, an accidental explosion killed or 

wounded approximately twenty soldien as well as the senior officer present.66 

For those entering the elite uni& of the British Army there was also the matter of 

regimental peculiarities that had to be mastered before joining. Canadian officers joining 

units such as the Grenadier Guards or the Queen's Royal Regiment had to first be drilled 

by the CSM or RSM to bnng them up to the regimental standard. For Walter Spencer the 

hardest part of this new training was leaming the peculiar manner of the Queen's Royal 

Regirnent salute, which was given higher on the cap than nonnaL6' 

Other Canloans, although not joining elite or senior regiments, d l  had to leam 

the idiosyncrasies of their new homes. Although originally a member of the Royai 

Hamilton Light hfantry which was affiliated with the Somenet Light InfantrvT Donald 

Thomson could not get the men to respond to his cornrnands the first afternoon he lead 

his platoon in drill. Confused, he asked the sergeant what the commands were to get the 

men to march, hait, tum l e4  etc. The sergeant took over and gave the appropriate 

commands which were, in keeping with the light infantq, short abbreviated barking 

commands. While able to adapt to this, Thomson found that he had a harder time 

" Frederïck Burd S w e y .  
64 George Sweeney, Persod interview. Mar& 19, 1997. 
65 ~ o ~ e r  MacLellaa Personal Interview. Jdy 25, 1995. 
66 Donald Thomson. Persod Intaview. Septemkr 26, 1996. The Cardoan with the company that &y was 
himseif'slightiy injured and never really recovered h m  the shock before the unit left for France twenty days 
iater. Two &ys &er the accident, the battalion diary reported tbat the inquest d e d  the mishap as an 
accidemal explosion Sce PRO WO 1 Tl /  1372 Banalion Diary of the 4& Sommer Light Ilifamry. 
67 Walter Spencer, Persod interview, Novernber 15, 1996. 



adapting to the SLI's pace of march. Until he was confident that he could out run his 

platoon, he opted to remain at the side of his men rather than in the traditional position at 

the head while marching in column of route." 

Many Canloans arrived in their banalions as the youngest ~ f f i c e r . ~ ~  Exemplifjmg 

this age gap was the experience of Ross LeMesurier who was posted to the 5" Queens 

Own Cameron Highlanders in September, 1944. 

Well I remember the colonel met us al1 and he said. .. there 
were six of us at the time.. . and he said; 'The battalion has 
been through a lot. It7s nice to see p u .  You gentlemen are 
older and more expeenced A Little maturity.' So then he 
asked us how.. . he asked: 'Elleker, how old are you?' 
'Twenty-nine sir.' Well the CO was only twenty-nine at the 
time.. . 'And Harkness?' 'Twenty-seven sir. ' 'Neilson?' 
'Twenty-five. ' ' Fox?' 'Twenty-four. ' And there was one 
other, I've forgotten who he was now . . . 'And LeMesurier?' 
'Twenty sir.' 'Oh. You'll fit in too I'm sure.'" 

Perhaps the youngest volunteer for the Cardoan Program was Ian MacDonald who 

arrived at the 6' Kings Own Scomsh Borderen in mid September, 1944. HaWig enlisted 

at the age of eighteen, he was commissioned shortly afterwards and lived to celebrate his 

twenty-fint birthday shortly after the end of the war. During this time he ha4 

nonetheless, rnanaged to win the Military Cross for pallantry7' 

One aspect of the British Army that surprised the Canadians was the age of many 

of the senior officers in the uni& they were joining Rather than the colonel "blimp" 

* The regdation pace for the Canadian Army aras 120 paces a minute. the Light i n f i  was 130 paces aiid 
the Sornersets marched at 140 paces a minute. Donald Thomson, Personal Inrenriew, Septernber 26, 1996. 
69 The average age of those Canloans surveyed and intenriewed was 25.9 years old. Of the one hundred and 
thirty-eight Canloans surveyed, 45.6% were under twenty-five yean old. Reginald Fendick found that he had 
ody one other soldier his age (20), the remahder were older and were either reguiar soldiers with pre war 
service or long servuig conscripts who had Surviveci the withdrawal at Dunkirk four years previous. 
Reginatd Fendick Survey. 
70 Ross LeMesuria, Personal Interview. ûctober 10, 1996. 



stereotype that some were expecting, they entered into units wiîh colonels only a few 

years their senior. Some units such as the 7<b Seaforths, the 5& Queens Own Cameron 

Highlanden, and 1/6" Queens were comrnanded by officen under the age of thirty who 

had been awarded at least one gallantry rnedai." One such example was the commanding 

officer of the li6& Queen's Royal Regirnent who at the age of twenty-six had been 

awarded the DSO, MC and ~ a r . ~ '  

Although some units were able to retaùi a number of their pre-war original 

oficers, most regiments had accepted memben from varied and unusual backgrounds. 

The Canadians entered into regiments that included Australians, Rhodesians, South 

Aficans, Argentineans, French and ~orwe~ians.'" The platwns the Canadians 

commanded were also mixed in te= of class and region of recruitment. The search for 

manpower had effectively undennixled the traditional principle that a regiment recruit 

exclusively fiom a specific region. By the time of the amival of Canadian officers 

highland uni& had taken in Welsh boys and county regirnents were full of Londoners. 

This presented potential problems for the Canadian offices as they were unexpectedly 

confionted with a myiad of accents in their platoons and companies. While most quickly 

nined their ear to the various dialects, more than one Canadian has confessed to needing 

" Ian MacDonald, Personal Interview. October 24, 1996. 
" Set Dnihan and Spencer heniews. This was also commemeci upon by Joseph Cm%. another Canloan in 
the 1/6& Queens. 
73 Joseph Craib Survey. NAC MG3 1 E96 vol. 3 1 file 1 .  "C.ANLOAN history questionnaire - Responses, A- 
D." According to Ellis, the average age of Liemenam Colonels in 2& British Amy was thirty-fivc. This was 
a deciine h m  the averages fiom 1940 when the average age was forty-five. See Major L. F. Ellis, V i c t o ~  in 
the Wést, v. 1, (London: Her Majesry's Stationary Oflice, 1962) 1 32. 
75 This mix was spread over at least seven & and included the 5' Black Watch, 6* Kings Own Sconish 
Borderers, 4& Som- Li@ hfàmy, 1 p  W d c k  Regimem, 6& Green Howard Re@ment 1 0 ~  Highiand 
Ligkt lnfamry and the 2* and East Yorkshire Regherrt. This can be regard4 as pari of the gmeral sMts  
in the ori- of the officer corps. See C.B. Otley. "The Social Origins of British Army ûflicers" 
Sociolonical Review. (New Series) 18. (1970): 213 - 239. 



a translater for the tirst week as they could not understand what was said to them. This 

was the case with Tom King when asked to verify a sergeant's testimony during a courts 

martial. Asked to respond to the sergeant's explmation, King had to contéss that he had 

not undemood a word of what the man had said" Othea such as Norman Orr had 

difficulty within his platoon as some of the soldier's first languages were not even 

Engiish, but variations of ~aelic." 

Some Cardoans who couid understand their troops accents codd not undentand 

what exactly was said to them by the soldien. This occuned predominately wlth soldiers 

%om large d a n  areas such as London or Liverpool who tended to use slang meaning 

nothing to the Canadians. One w e  in point is recalled by Arnold Willick of the 5" 

Wiltshire Regiment who observed his sergeannt one afiernoon in France cursing the 

soldien to put on their "tiffeys". Although Willick did not lmow what he was asking, the 

men readily complied and began to gmdgingiy put their hehnets back on He realised 

then that the sergeant was using a rhyme to match up with the original word (tiff for tat - 

hat)." For those Canloans serving in regufar uni& or with personnel with senice in India, 

there was the problem of slang derived fiom another language altogether. This was the 

case with Burton Harper when he joined the 2" East Lancashire Regiment and requked 

his sergeant to translate until he could leam the vocabulaxy himself '* 

Whiie on the whoie regimentd officers weicomed the Canadians, some Canloans 

recall that a certain Ievel of distance was maintained d l  they had an opportuni- to 

'' Smith, Cdewcird Canioan, 127 
Nomian Orr S w e y .  
Arnold Willick Personal Interview. December 11, 1996. 
Bunon Harper Survey. Amow the vocabuiary wd by his soldiers were "BondukW for a rifle, "Chattin for 

helmet and *Wallahn for a man bits with Afiican experience aiso tended to adopt certain slang for rnilitary 



show their abilities. This was the case with Walter Spencer after his arrivd at the 1!6~ 

Queen's Royal Regment Given the task to lead the enemy force for the brigade, he was 

assigned a pïatoon and asked to td the vanguard of the formation and occasiondIy 

attack it dong its route. Mer  doing this for a few days Spencer found that the vanguard 

often would forget to stand to at dawn, or pst sutticient sentnes. Knowng t h s  he 

decided to go on the offensive and attack at d a m  which tumed out to be more successful 

than was expected Before being haïted and dedared a winner by the umpires, Spencer 

had fought through the company sized formation and had began to engage the fim 

elements of the main body sent forward to assin" This brought him some acclaim 

thereafter as an aggressive Canachan and he was deemed a welcomed asset to the 

regiment by his feliow officen. 

For Frederick Chesham acceptance into the banalion came at the expense of 

persona1 embarrasment when he was asked to pay his  men. Unlike the Canadian system 

whch separated the payrnaster corps and the A echelon, company oficen in the British 

Army paid their men directiy every week. Shortïy after his anïvai Chesham was assigned 

to pay the men and went to the local bank to withdraw the appropriate amount of rnoney. 

When it came time to pay the men he dtscovered that he did not quite comprehend the 

currency and was forced to overpay the men as he had failed to obtain anything smaller 

than haif crowns. Ahhough the money was eventudly recovered, the omcen of the 

baitalion warmed to hirn and teased him light-heartedly in the mess as the "generous 

canadian"" 

"ment. z.r;,c!es azid qui ,  
Walter Spenar, P m d  lnttmiew Novemher 15, 1996. 

'O Frederïck Chesham Survey. NAC MG 31 E96 vol. 3 1  fie 1. TANLOAN history auestioMaire - 



lt has to be empahasised that while there \vas some resistance to having Cardoans 

withîn their battalions, mon of the British units were genuinely open to their arrival. In 

one instance, a Canioan officer received a colci welcome and mentioned it to the coionel, 

who interceded and chastised his officen for their behaviour." Ln the senior regiments of 

the British A m y ,  Canadians felt no hostility or distance at d l .  When John Druhan joined 

the Seaforths, the colonel warmly welcomed hun to the unit. He also took the opportuni- 

to set the rules out and toId him that he undentood that as a Canadian he wouid have a 

different approach to the men than British officen. He assured Druhan that he did not 

care what approach he took as long as the men responded and followed hm. With that 

comment the colonel welcomed hirn aboard and wished hun luck" This attitude was 

also expressed to Collin Brown when he joined the 2* Argyll and Sutherland 

~e~irnent .  

Frederick Burd was shocked at the apparent lack of class distinctions when he 

joined the Grenadier Guards. He believed that his passage through Barnard Castle and the 

RSM's drill training was the only validation necessary for his right to join the regiment. 

In fact the relaxed nature of the Guards officers' mess made it difficult for Burd to 

initidly adjust. While it was easy to accept the colonel's order to salute him oniy once a 

&y, Burd found it difficult to refer to hm by n i c h e  only when in the mess. It was 

even more ciifficul? to address him by his suraame as it was used so infrecpently that he 

- -  - - . - - P. 

Re~ponse~. A-1)". 
'! Ernest ïiirgOO(i Swey.  iYAC MG 3 i E W voi. 3 i nie 7. CANLOAi?ii iiinory questionnaire - Kespomes, 
R-z.= 

John Druhan, Persod Interview. Septemkr 9, 1995. 
" Collin Brown, Personal InteMew. December 6, 1996. 



did not lmow it for the fïrst month with the re@ments Acceptance by the officers of a 

unit did not necesSaniy mean that the Canloans settled in easily. in some instances the 

NCOs and ORs exhibited some resentment to the appearance of Canadian oficers. 

Although immediateIy accepted into the ? Black Watch Regiment by his feUow 

otiicers, Lieutenant Jack McBride tound t h t  there was resinance to his presence tiom the 

men in his own platoon who often r e k d  to hirn flatiy as "the Canadian oficer". lnstead of 

heeding his OC'S (Officer CommandUig or Company commander') advice and weathering 

the storm, the yormg officer sought a more direct approach and called his men together to 

rase the issue of h s  nght to belong to the regment and challenged his men to contest it He 

began by a s h g  if anyone present had fathers in the battaiion who had been lalied at the 

Somme as his had No one could respond He then asked how many had been in the military 

before 1939 as he had Again no one could respond He then asked who had been in this 

regunent m 19441 when he had k e n  in the unit's sister regiment, the Black Watch of Canada 

At this pomt some of the men affhed that they had been in the r e p e n t  then On this basis, 

the Cadoan sumrned up, he proved that he has just as much right to be in the battaïion as 

they. The response, however, was not what was expected Frorn the back a voiced piped out 

endùig the session "Aye, but your mil a Canadian si.f4' In McBride7s circurnstance there 

was a definite hostility to his presence, but other Canloans experienced various shades of 

resentment. Most of this centred around the CanioanZs eflorts to h o w  their men. 

84 Fred&ck Burd Swey .  
'' Jack McBnde, uNo Sidehums on the Men. A Slit -Tmch View of the Nomiandy h n d g e h d  
Unpubiished Memoirs Cooy Iocated in the National Archives of Canaria MG 30 E % VOL 3 2  file 4-5. 



The importance of "knowing your men" has been touted as the key to oiEcer and 

enlisted men's relationship and was achvely p m e d  by the Canadian officersW The 

 enra rai aim is for the oficer to create the necessary tâmiïiai bonds between himseIi 

and his subordinates. "An officer cannot provide properly for his men's welfare unless 

he  tint hows  and understands them as human beings. It is his job to l e m  to know and 

understand them in this way, as without such knowledge the best welfare intentions are 

of no avaiLA7 Within the regimental system this is created through a presaiibed set of 

means; among them is the need to participate in sports as  weii as informai off duty visitations 

as it allows the officer to observe how the members of the group function with one another? 

Withm the repenta l  system this is important to the maintenance of morale as the principle 

that men are not equal in ability and skiil is rmiversaUy accepted In this context the officer 

has to know his men in order to therefore tailor responsibilities and assigmnents to meet the 

abilities of the men and maintain the eïktivewss of the unit. Through an understandmg of 

their individual character and abdiq the oincer cm capitaiise on the strengths of his soldiers 

rvhile minimising their w&esses. I f  you ever get what seem to you a poor iot of men, 

remember what the good card player does with a poor hand of car& He makes the best 

of hem, and plays them so well, that his small car& almoa become aces." '' 
Only if the officer really hows  lus men can the strongest personalities of that group 

be detemiined and their leadership promoted w i t h  the sub unit. This aïs0 dows  the officer 

86 MOR authon anci profiGonals d e  thar ir in nececwry for the officer to mix with the men as much as 
possible in both informai and formai situarions aich as okdq t a k  and participation in sports. 
87 J.M Brereton, The British Soldier, (London: The Bodeiy Head, 1986) 1 70. 
ss See Public Records Office. War Onice, Cornrades in Arms: Three Talks to Junior or OtfScer Cades to 
Assist 7nem in the Handiine of Their Men, (Otcawa: HMSO, 1942) 13 and Basilisk, Talks on Leadersbi~, 
(London: Hu@ Kees Ltd, 1940) 24. 

Anon, C o d e s  in Arms, i 3.  



to determine the allocation of responsibility for key support weapons wtuch were vital in the 

tactical integrity of the unit The consequences of not knowing your men could be potentially 

dangerous and as experienced by Hugh Neily of the East Yorkshire Re-@nent 

On his first &y in wmbat, Lieuîenant Neily had fought onto Sword Beach and had 

pushed inland where his p la tm was pinned dom by the enemy. Caught in the enemies 

killing zone and taking casualties, Lieutenant Neily ordered hts mortan to lay smoke to 

screen his iead section's withdrawai. However, word quicidy came Pack that his mortar men 

could not be located and after a dangerous delay, assistance was given by a flanking platwn, 

allowing Lieutenant Neily to e-te his lead section In the subsequent investipanon Neily 

lemed why his mortar men had deserted Neily discovered that both soldiers had been in 

orphanaga together and hi never redy socidised with any of the ouier men oithe piatoon. 

This stirred his memory to a tune in England when he noticed that one of the individu& 

involveci chd not receive any Ietters tiom ken& or relations on mail days. When asked if he 

had anybody to wrïte to the soldier simply repiied that the platoon was his home. The 

expianation was not questioned and the issue was &op@ and forgotten ui retrospect, he 

beiieves that had he hown of his men's behaviour before han& he would have found others 

to man the weapon.% 

The importance of getting to know hs men was the prùnary motivation for Harold 

Long when he decided to visit his men one evenïng in their banacks. n e  sudden amval of 

their officer made the men initidy uneasy as they could not wmprehend why he was there. 

However, as he sat dom among thern and aSked them about themselves, more importantly, 



they also began to ask about him and life in Canada and kgan to open up and relax" Other 

Canloans experienced the same reservations when they also tried to talk idônnally with their 

men For those with previous experience in the rads, it appears that t k y  t m k  a more 

informal approach in an effort to get to b o w  their men 

That wasn't the way we did it in the Canadian Anny. We 
wanted to have a Little closer contact with the men than the 
British [officers] did Not that the British were ùiIërior, they 
had lots of gus, dl 1Mds of it  But their amtudes towards the 
me& I thuik, were a litlie different than ours.... They didn't 
understand how it was in the ranks, because they never spent 
much time in the ranks. We, as  ex-NCûs, knew the other 
side. I thïnk we were pretty popular with the [men], more so .. - 
than [with] sorne of their own officers." 

Therein lies the inherent pit fàll for the junior officer within the rementai system as 

he m m  becorne familial with his men while avoiding becoming fa~niliar.'~ The 

ciifferentimon behveen the two is not desi-pated by a fornial code of conduct within the 

regimental system, and invariab- it is ofien blurred and difficult to idenci& and ekly  

crossedg4 When Cardoans did cross this line they were correcteci by their superios, 

cornrades, and even their subordinates. 

Mer joining the 4' Somerset Light Infantry, Lieutenant Thomson and a fdlow 

Canloan contrived to get to know their men in an informal atmosphere. Both of the Canadian 

lieutenants thought îhat the local pub would be a good place to do this and decided to M t  

'' Harold Long Personal Imeniew. J d y  22, 1995. 
" Harold Long Personal Imerview, 22 J e ,  1995. 
" " 'Familiarky breeds contempt'. and. one may adcl. la& of prestige: and it is prestige which aves the 
British officer his unique position." See Basifisk, TaIks on leader Shi^, (London: Hi& Rees Ltd., 1940)29. 
Numerous Canloans at one poiat or another were d e d  to order by their commanding officers or company 
commanders for king too lÏiendly and one or two of the aüegations were serious enou* to wanant the 
threat of a f o n d  charge. 
90 .4ccurdÏng to TanHay, &e oniyvescigé ofrtps designarion is tear ofthe mess system fich serves IO . . 
ï.. .ehmhme fkmmhm, and &Ie eacn officer and sergeam to deai with his men Hi a compiady hpenonai 



their men outside of one while they were on a roide m c h  When they told their men that 

they were willing to stand them for a dnnk and gave the comrnand to dismiss mthing 

happened To the embarrassrnent of the two Cardoans, the men refiised to break formation 

and began to look uneasy themselves. The awkward situation was solved when the sergeant 

stepped forward with a solution The NCO told the Thomson that the men will not drink in 

the presence of officers as it represents a level of familiarity they were unaccustomed to, and 

uncomfortabie wirh They readily acquiesceci IO the apprehensions of the men and gave the 

money for the drinks to the sergeant while they waited outside alone." On more than one 

occasion W o a n  officers were fomially rebuked for what wouid appear be an over zealous 

klief that Canadian officers would be too informal. 

Sumoned before his colonel one afiernoon, Geraid Hatchette was asked to account 

for the allegations levelled by his company commander of king too familiar with the men 

Unable to think of what the exact cause was, he asked the colonel for details on h s  

inappropriate bebaviour. The issue, it tumed out, centmi around an incident that o c c d  

during a brief exercise the prwious week As the officer directing the traffic for the battaIio~ 

Hachette had to regulate the distances between the vehicles to ensure safety distances were 

maintained while the battalion was in a wnvoy. Ln this capacity, Hachette had been seen to 

tap the shoulder of a dispatch rider as an indication to move. Surprisingly ths incident was 

treated in an eamest manner and the Canloan was verbaliy wamed agamst such behaviour in 

the In another instance one Canadian officer was accused of king fgmiliar w i t h  

twenty-four hours of bis arrivai. This was based on the accusation that he had been seen 



entering the OR'S mess on the same aftemoon of his arrival. In his defence the Canloan 

stated that he did not know where the mess was and codd not have gone there for that simple 

Ultimately, most Cdoans got to know their men during pauses in field exercises by 

initiahg simple conversation This opened a channel for dialogue with the troops who 

generally showed an interest about life in Canada and became the best means for Canloans to 

get the soidiers to overcome their apprehensions about in i t i a~g  conversation with an officer. 

For those Canioans r a i d  in large rirban centres like Toronto and Montreal, there must have 

been some stretchi. of the tnrth and searching of mernories for the wild West stories of their 

youth that many British soldiers believed stilled existedm Once the ice was broken the 

officers were then able to quickly get to iaiow some of the men, aikit on a superficiai level. 

More importantly, these conversations held in ditches or in open fields allowed the soldiers 

to better gauge the officers' personal and professional abilities. It is through this process that 

the military system promotes identification between the enlisted men and their otticer; 

and from which cohesion develops. "Txust depends on a man's knowing that his 

commander thinks of km as a person and therefore treats him fairly, and looks after hm 

- f& weapons, clothing - as well as conditions permit Cohesion follows as a matter of 

coune, and this is the root of it? 

97 Noman Orr, NAC MG 3 1 -96 vol 3 1 file5 ^(IANLOAN hiaory quhonnaire - Reqwnses. 1,-P" 
98 Accclrding the research done at the dose of the Second Worid war, the composition of the Canadian 
.4rmy was 63% h a n  and 20% rural with 17% having p w n  up in a rural environment before moving to an 
urban sening. This split between d a n  and nrral was mer than the national average at the tirne of the 1941 
Census which was 54.36% urban See HM.S. Carver, Persormei Sdection in the Canadian Amy ,  (ûtîaw 
Direetorne of Personnei Wection NDHQ, 1945) 248. 
es Richard Hoùnes, Acts oiwar, (Kew York: ï h e  F m  Arss, 1985) 359. 



The Canioans seemed universally to have attempted to mate  a strong 

relationship with their NCOs and in some cases this was prompted as the urging of the 

commanding officer. Those Canadian officers with previous regimental experience found 

that the officer - NCO dynamic was different than what they had expenenced in Canada. 

M e a d  of the Canadian pnnciple of the officer leading his men in the training, some 

British regiments preferred to allow the NCOs to conduct the daily training of the men. 

One of the great problems with the British regiments is the 
fact that the British plamon, uifantry platoon, was trainai by 
the sergeant The officer stood on the sidelines, observed 
everything, checked things that was wrong [In the] Cansnian 
Army, we as platoon cornmanden, we trained the men. We 
aained the sergeant as part of the opermon If1 was removed 
out, the sergeant h e w  [to] take mer, he was there and there 
was no ciifference in it, but we the officers, we trained with 
the men, trained the men, we h e w  ali their problerns. But the 
British officer was on the side and he walked up and down the 
parade ground when the sergeant was training. 'O0 

For those with litîle regimental experience, the fint step in their eflort to build 

leadership identification among the men of their command was to openly ask for input 

from the sergeants. Io' One example of this was the situation with Lewis Miller after he 

joined the 5" Black Watch in the late summer of 1944. Reflecting back upon his lack of 

tactical experieuce or training, Miller admits that he always sought advise from his 

platoon sergeant and section commanders dwing O goups. From their input he would 

then forrnulate a plan to accornplish the mission. 'O2 

'O0 John D n h a ,  Personal interview. I 2 Septemkr 1995. 
Io' Canloans aich as Arnold Wùlick Donald Thomson, I.E.O. Davies, Magnus S.G. Fiynn ali CO-ai on 
the fh that they relied on the information and active assisance h m  th& sergeants in order to stay alive. 
102 This is an accepteci approach but rnust be carefùiiy controlled. See 3.T. MacCurdy, 'Ihe Structure of 
Mode, (Cambridge: University of Cambridge Press, 1943) 68. 



Another example of this subtie shift in dominant roIes was that o f  William 

Robinson once he deployed with ln Royal Ulster Rifles during the Ardennes Offensive. 

Assigned as the anti-tank commander for the battaiion, Robinson's unit was one of the 

uni& forming a vanguard blocking the German armoured thnist towards Antwerp. 

Ordered to cover a bridge on the edge of a mal1 village he deployed his anti-tank guns at 

the outskirts of the village with the intent of covering a bridge and approaching road To 

ensure that they were well camouflaged he asked his platoon sergeam to accompany him 

foward of the position- Obsewing the positions he tumed to his sergeant and asked him 

what he thought which took the sergeant aback The sergeant responded by claiming that 

it was not his position to question an officer's judgement Robinson retorted that as a new 

commander he needed input fkom the sergeant and valued his experience. To this day 

Robinson can still remember the sergeant smiling and shaking bis  head in disbelief but 

reluctantly stating that that the approach would be fine with him.lo3 

in other instances, the COS of the banalion promoted a temporary perversion of 

the leadership dynamic between the Canloans and their sergeants. Due to the experience 

of their sergeants, as well as the fact that the NCOs had k e n  with the men for months, 

the colonels advocated letting the sergeants continue to lead the men d l  the new 

officen were prepared to take over.lW Burton Harper, recalled this experience upon 

amving at the headquarters of the 2d East Lancashire Regment. 

During my initial interview with the battalion commander, 
he of course asked about rny pst rnilitary training and 
experience, then he sad, 'Well your platoon sergeant with 
be Sgt Knight and - by the way, how old are you?' 
'Twenty-two, sir' 1 replied 'Weil, you'll h d  him quite 

'O3 WilZiam Robinson, Personal Interview. Deamber 13, 19%. 
'O4 Leonard Robenson Survey. 



reliable.' And he added wryly, 'He was in the m y  before 
y u  were borneT 'OS 

However, the experience of cornmanding a platoon led by a soldier with drnost 

twenty-five yean re-dar seMce did not al ways lead to problems as one may expect. This 

attests reaily to the professionalism of the NCO as Harper continues. -1t was with many 

self doubts that 1 took comrnand of forty of these batdeexpenenced soldien, and so it 

was that I got my fim insight htto Sgt Knights character ... Diplomatically and 

unobtwively, he guided me through the first few weeks of rny unofficial indoctrination 

to Battalion habits."'" 

Other Canloans d i 4  however, experience some overt hostility and were 

eEectively prevented from developing any meanuigfbl relationships with their men. This 

was cleariy the experience of Arthur Stone when he joined the 6& North Staffordshire 

Reginent Upon his amval at the 6" North Staffordshire Regiment, Lieutenant Stone was 

somewhat dismayed with the manner in which the battalion was conducted To bis confusion 

he was released fiom al1 duîies not oniy within the battalion, but dso within the company. 

Innead of conducting platoon training to allow the officen and men to get to h o w  one 

another, the company commander instead reverted to a relaxed peacetime syllabus. While 

Lieutenant Stone spent his days in the mes tryîng to fil1 his time, the company commander 

bypassed the chain of CO-d and designated the training directiy to the serge- who 

then undertook it a10ne.'~' This was not a discrimination against the Canloan offices as the 

other platwn cornmanden were equally excludeci fkom training their îrwps. This type of 

'O%urton Harper Survey. 
106 Burton Harper Survey . 
107 Artbur Stone, "Military Recoilections 1939 - 1945.", Personai Memoirs. Copy in the possession of the 



officer - NCO relationship was also experienced by Norman Bames after his posting to 

the 7& South StafTordshire Regiment Rather than have aoy dealings with the men, he 

found himself as a complete outsider. Io' 

The above experiences must be placed into context of how they differed or 

remained m e  to the traditional parameters of the regimental system. Under normal 

circrrmstances the regimentd system can create a positive enviromnent for the promotion of 

the necessary bonds leading to cohesion and high morale. This is promoted and maintained 

through a Vanety of means; the prominent ones king the use of history and tradition and the 

developrnent of close identity between officen and the other ranks. To the soldier within the 

primazy group the acceptane of the regiment as a family allows for the inward promotion of 

a sense of uni- while rnaintaining an outward sense of uniqueness. The concept of a 

collective individuaiity does not originate with the advent of the m a s  army as one may 

prame, but actually has been a recognised principle since well before the tum of the 

twentieth ~entlrry.'~~ The use of distinctive dress and accoutrements are regarded as 

important to cohesion as, according to Elmar Dinter, 'Vie group must be recognisable fiom 

the outside by symbols and rituais, such as unique uniforms, ùisignia, special drills or 

name.?'' IO As important as dress may be in the developrnent of regimental cohesion, the 

influence of rituai and tradition in the promotion of inward association is even more 

author, 
'Og Norman Barnes, Personal Interview. November 14, 1996. 
1 0 9  Advocaring reform in the midde of the eighteenth cemury, -Marechal De Saxe advocated the use of brass 
shoulda flashes to identify each regiment independently. He also advocated that units be named after 
regions rather than the name of the colonel commanding. He noted &ect that it had on troop morale; 
". . .maay persons, not kn0wi.y why those regiments which bear the names of provinces in Fmce  have 
always behaved so particdady well, impute it altogether to their uaîurai courage, which is fat fiom king the 
real reason.. .Thus we see that rnatters of the utmost importance depend sometirnes on trifles *ch escape 
our notice. *' See Basil Liddeil Hart, Great Captains Unveiled, (California: Presidio Press, 1989) 57. 
110 Eimar Dinter? Hem or Co~ard, (London: Frank Cass, 1985) 93. 



important In this capacity7 the officer plays a central role. The impact it plays withui the unit 

is underscored by Basilisk; T h e  true 'esprit de corps' which is founded on 'tradition', that 

strange nameless something *ch it is the duty of eveq leader to foster by ail means in his 

power, is, and aiways bas ken  one of the maimays of the British Amy."" ' 
The howledge of the unit's pst and the rinials denved from them are key tenants to 

becoming an officer within the reghentai system Through knowledge of the unit's rnilitary 

hentage it is believed that the officer can establish his Iegitimacy over the primary group. 

This was espouseci by Basilisk again in his 1940 treatise on leadership. '30 an officer who 

recopnises this powerful trait and hamess it to the s e ~ c e  of his unit shows that he 

understands human character and in pticular the nature of the soldier's minci; and this 

will go to increase his men's respect and confidence and thus enhance his powers of 

leadership over thern."""t is important to redise is that the regùnental heritage serves 

as the conduit for wmpliance from the primary group towards the formai organisation The 

men will, through identification of the officer as a member of the regimental famiy, respond 

to his orders and direction prompt- and loydy as the officer cornes to represent part of the 

regimentai ethos himself This is what F.C. Bartlett was arguing whai he made the following 

statement; 'T individuals provide leadership at the prompting of regimental IoyalN, those 

Who follow them are indirectiy influenced by the regimentai ideal." This is where it is 

particdarly important for the officer to leam and cite the pst achievements and traditions of 

the unit in order to foster this behaviour. ''He must learn how they are acquired and what they 

"' Basilisk, forward. 
" 2  Basa* 12. 
'13 Kellett, 227. 



are regarded as standing for and he m u t  attach his foiiowers to them rather tban to hunseff: 

so that an f i o n t  to them will be resisted and a change in them resented-"' '' 
In this context, one can see how new members, although limited in service with the 

imit, can nonetheless readily adapt and intemalise the v a l w  of the regiment itself?' The 

regimental -stem does this by offering a set of values and traditions fiom which it is 

possible for new members to incorporate themselves into rituals predating their entrante. 

Throm the perception of the regiment as a family, the soldier can incorporate the unir's pas  

experiences into his present psyche. By creating conventions based either on events of great 

adversity or success, the regunent ensures a collective mernory and shared background 

among cunent members.'l"or units in the British Amyy this ideology nuis very deep. This, 

according to J.T. MaCurdy, promotes a feeling among the rank and file that as ". . . rnemben 

of a regiment with a long and distinguished history [to] say, 'we had a bad &y at Baladava', 

or 'we did rather well at Fim ~pres' ."' I 7  

As is evident there does exist a potent force withui the repental system that allows 

for the develop of strong bonds between individuals. As a group, however, the Canioans did 

not enjoy the lrixury of time to leam and shape these forces. Coming from Barnard Castle 

many Canloans did not to spend any meaningful tùne with their m i t s  before their regiments 

were actuaily deployed in France. More fortunate were those Who joined the units 

immediately qmn their arrivai, but they in tum were preoccupied with the Preparatiom for 

the up corning invasion Some of these officers were to later regret that they did not leam 

11' F. C. Barden, Pwcholow and the Soldia. (Cambridge: University of Cambridge Press, 1927) 140 - 14 1. 
i i S  The ab'* of the regheLlfal system to influence new members has been remarked upon. S e  MacCurdy 
79. One Canadian officer in late 1944 commenteci on this phenornenon; " . . .the only fixexi t b g s  were the hat 
- badge and the snangeiy persistem esprit." See Kellett, 212. 
I l 6  Kellett, 2 13. 



more of the unit histories before leaving for France. The extent to wtiich past glories and the 

prospect of tamished Mages can motivate the private soldier can easiiy be overlooked or 

misidentifid This was the case with Roger MacLellan who was SeMng with the 2"d 

Glasgow Highlanden. 

Mer a particularly difficdt period diiring the defence of the Scottish Corridor from 

the 10. SS Panzerdivision Fnmdsburg at EterMUe, the Glasgow Highlanders were pulled 

out of the line and were being marched back to their rest areas. Although pleased with the 

o p p o m  for a few days rest, Roger MacLellan's Company commander had to push every 

r m e  of energ fiom his men to keep them rnoving. He did so by repeatedly shouting from 

the head of the col- "Keep going you bastards!". Hearing what he believed to be abuse 

directed at the troops, Lieutenant MacLellan was about to raise issue about this with the 

cornpi- cornmander, but was stopped by his sergeant who explained, The men don't min4 

sir. We consider it a privilege to be cailed bastards - its part of our hi~tor~!""~ Through the 

use of a terni wd centuries previous, it served as a direct challenge to the men to uphold the 

spirit of the regiment 

From the Canloan experiences, it is evident that the regiments into which they 

entered were varied both in background and temperament. Mixed among the new recruits 

were officers and NCOs with an abundance of experience to offer the new subalterns. 

This temporarily created a reversal of dependence between the officer and his 

subordinates. More surprisingly was the continued maintenance of the regimental ethos 

I l 7  Holmes 206. "' C. Roser M a c L d a  Wave an Arm, (Hmtsport: Lancelot Rey. 1993) 76. The terni r e f d  to fàct that 
the Gasgows were unique among their Sster units of the Highland Light infâmy. Instead of wearing the 
HL1 tartan, the Glasgows adopted the Black Watch tanan and were considered the bastard banaiion of the 
HL1 for this. 



through a varieV of means. For Jack McBride the reghnental system's insularity was not 

projected by those members with long standing service, but from new rnembers who 

internalised it and resisted the presence of a Canadian officer. Balanced against this were 

instances where Canadian officers tried to create an informa1 atmosphere in order to 

shorten the period necessary for them to get to know their men. In Thomson's case this 

attempt was quickly curtailed by the men themselves who resisted any attempt at 

infonndity or joviality with their platoon commander. This also placed some Canloans 

into conflict with their superiors as well. Clearly the men of the regirnents resisted any 

attempt at expediency and sought to still maintain the principle of distance advocated 

within the regimental ethos. They concurrently resisteci any attempt at t y n g  to 

circumvent leader identification through anythuig other than direct or long term 

exposure. This was maintained in order to allow the enlisted men to scrutinise the officer 

and indicates that the rementa1 systern did continue to exist in this oven form. 

Even though most Canloans were able to develop bonds with their men, albeit 

superficial, they were immediately undemiined once deployed in Europe. Denied the 

ability to train with the men and create the bonds deemed vital for cohesion within the 

reghental system, it was just as difficult to develop them when they were subsequently 

given active co~~ll~liind This is based on the fact that the environment they were entenng 

into was non conducive to the development of strong leader - follower identification or 

cohesion. This type of integration would appear to undennine the regimental system and 

create a weakened cohesive force. The issue becomes even more complex once the 

oficen and men landed in France as new forces entered the equation and undexmineci 

the development of bonds between the officers and men One aspect of this problem was 



the rate of attrition experienced throughout the North West European Campaîgn and 

became the most visible force influencing leadership. 



Chapter Three 

Atîrition 

It has often been proposed by the critics ofthe regbenta1 system that its weakness is 

attn'butable to the fact that the officer can oniy develop a level of identification with his 

suborninstes over time.'19 While this is not a problem dirring periods of peace, in times of 

war, it has been -ded as counterproductive to the maintenance of effectiveness. Among 

Canloans, however, it was not always possible IO anain an entrenched position of 

identification before anivai in the theatre of options. Although some Canloan officers 

were slotted directiy into battalions of the British Amy before D-Day, the majority were 

placed into Reinforcement Holding Units (RHU) d e r  a brief onentatio~ with their new 

 unit^.''^ Subseq~ently~ many did not r e m  to the& original mit at dl, but were diverted to 

entirely new regiments as casdties dictateci With this methoci of aaignment it wodd be 

difficult to refuie the argument that the ability of the officer to establish legitimacy and 

identification in the context of regimental leadership was inhi'bited if not undermineci 

altogether. The reghental system changed in order to meet the demands placed upon it The 

-- p p  

Keiiett, 217. 
I ZG Between March 29 and May 19, 1944, five hundred and thirry-four of the six hundred and seveuty-6ve 
Canloans amved in England. Of that numbe!r it appears that only the f i a  few hundred were placeci into 
units. Smitb, Code Word Canloan, 29 1. 



leading cause of this t ransfodon was the high turnover or attrition among the i&ty 

unis of the Second British Arrny. In a hostile environment it remaineci dificult for the 

officers and men of the BLA to maintain the sarne attachent to every facet of the 

regimentai ethos. Junior officers and the men they cornmanded, were influenaxi by the same 

destructive forces that also undermineci the mode of their units. This is based upon the 

premise that; "The conditions which stimulate or inhr'bit officer legitimacy through leader 

association tend to be the same conditions that mfluence goup cohesion. For example, if 

officer instability is high either due to casualties or fiequent reassignment, leader legitimacy 

should be low."" ' 
Even those Canloan officea who had the oppomuiity to establish themselva in a 

position of legitimacy, found it quickly negated by attrition upon their arriva1 in Fmnce. 

This occurred to Hugh Neily after he joined the 2" East Yorkshire Regiment in late 

April. Neily quickly got ?O h o w  his men in the weeks remaining before D-Day by 

talking and o b s e ~ n g  them in both military and social semngs. Landing on Sword Beach 

on the moming of June 6$ Neily and his platoon reached their fim objective with relative 

ease and with only minor casualties. As he and his men moved inland to eliminate two 

fortified enemy positions south-west of Ouistreham his platoon was mortared, killing or 

wounding fourteen men including himself l2 That evening he recognised that his 

platwn's cohesion had been reduced as his sergeant was a psychiatrie casualty and two 

section commanders were unable to handie the responsibility of junior command "' As 

121 Sam Sarkesian ed., Combat Effectïveness, v. IX, (Bwerly Hills: Sage Publications, 1980) 273. 
ln These positions wae code named "Solen and "Dailmer". See Ellis, Vinorv in the West, v. 1.186. Hugh 
Neily, Personal herview. December 12, 1996. 
lY Hugh Xeily, Personal interview. December 12, 19%. 



the links to his men, the loss of these key mernbers aiso served to potentidly undermine 

his identification with the men and thereby inhibit the unit's overail effectiveness. 

This increasingly became a common experience within Second British &y as 

the Nomandy Campaign developed throughout the remainder of June and July into a 

banle of attrition. The effects of combat during this p e n d  were readily blsible to 

Canloan officers at various points during the campaign; but it was particularly intensive 

between June 25 and July 1 1. These dates directly cornespond to the beginning of 

Operation Epsom and the close of Operation Jupiter and represent the most intensive 

period of fighting in the British effort to push to the Orne River south of Caen. Of d l  of 

the batties fought during this period, perhaps the greatest example of the attrition 

experienced was the effort to clear the area around Hill 1 12. "' 

One of the 1s t  attempts took place on July 11 with a brigade attack by 129" 

Infantry Brigade of the 4jd  Wessex Division. While the 4" and 5' Wiltshire Regirnents 

were to clear the flanks of the feanire, the centre of the hi11 was assigned to the 4h 

Somerset Light Infantq.'" The regiment intended to clear the centre part of the feature 

in a three phase operation; but after completing the fim phase the battalion could go no 

M e r .  In clearing the forward slope the regiment had fought through the fonvard 

Company of a battalion from the 10. SS Panzerdivision Frundsburg and had destroyed 

that unit, two anti-tank puns, and one Mk IV, one Mk V Panther, and three Mk VIS Tiger 

tanks. 126 This victory was, however, accomplished at the expense of thirteen officers 

"* The best a m  of the battie for the hiil is provided by 1. J. How. Hù1 1 12, (London: Wrlliarn Kimber, 
1984) 
12' PRO WO 17 1 1 658 Brigade Diary for the 129th iufànay Brigade. 
lZ6 PRO WO 17 1 1372, Bartalion Diary 4& Banalion Somerset Li& lnfantry. 



killed or wounded ùicluding 

these losses the unit dug in 

three Canloans serving in the battali~n."~ In spite of 

the reverse slope of the hi11 for the next nïnety-one 

h~un.~ '*  AneSting to the aggressive spirit of the unit, and the intensity of the fighting, in 

the following days between the fourteenth and eighteenth of July, the battalion zibsorbed 

twelve officen and three hmdred and ninety-four men as reinforcements. '" Nonetheless, 

as the SLI dug in the 5" Duke of Cornwall Light Infantry passed through them and 

atternpted to clear the crest of the hill. 

The Comwalls were able to do this in good order and they began to develop their 

defensive positions in a small wpse of woods dominating the plateau of the hill. 

However, the British could not directiy observe the reverse slope where the main enemy 

positions were and so the dead gound was used to concentrate counter attacking 

formations. Among the infântry of the 9. SS-Panzerdivision tasked with this mission were 

the lead elements of a SS-Schwere~anzerabteilungen or heaw tank battalion. Under the 

weight of this kind of enemy attack the Comwalls suffered three hundred and twenty 

casualties after only f i  fteen hours of combat. 130 At this juncture of the battle, the Canloan 

in command of Support Company, Captain Joseph Gauthier, inherited command of the 

battalion after the comanding officer, deputy commanding officer, and the Company 

cornmanden were al1 killed or wounded"' Before Gauthier could reorganise the 

rernnants of the banalion, however, the trwps began to break contact with the enemy and 

'" Ano~ Histon, of the 4' Battalion The Somaçet Li& hhq, (Taumon: E. Goodman and Son Ltd., 
n.d. ) 2 1 and 22, 
'" Kstoy of the 4' Baftaljon The Soinerset Li& Infamry, 23. 
'" fistory of the 4& Banalion The Somasa Li& hfàmv, 23. 
l M  included among the Wed and wounded wae  rwo Canloans. 
13' Smith, Codeword Canloan, 77. 



fa11 back onto the SLI."' With only seventy-five men left, the Comwalls codd not be 

forced back ont0 the plateau and so they were fonned into one company and placed 

under temporary command of the weakened Sornersets for the remainder of the battle. j3' 

While the 129& Infantry Brigade of the 43& Wessex Division fought on the slopes 

of Hill 112, the remainder of Vm Corps attempted to widen the Scottish Corridor 

between Verson and Maltot. In the thick of the fighting in these engagements were other 

Canloans such as Ralph Russell who were struggding to survive their baptism of fire. 

Serving with the 9& Cameronians, Ralph Russell's initiation to combat was the defence 

of the small t o m  of E t e ~ l l e  on July 10.'" The town had k e n  initially captured by the 

4" Donet Regiment but they had become so weakened in the effort that the Cameronians 

were sent to continue the attack The Cameronians moved forward, overcame the enemy 

garrison and immediately dug in and around the town.'" The Gemans focused on the 

recapture of this town and throughout the night of July 10, elements of the 10. SS 

Panzerdivision Fnmdsbure, vigorously attacked the Cameronians. In the ensuing close 

quarters fighting the SS troops managed to infiltrate between two companies; 

ovemmning one completely and pushing within a short distance of battalion headquartea 

before being che~ked . ' ~~  Even with the loss of the commanding officer, the deputy 

commanding officer, and al1 five company commanders, the battalion fought on 

throughout the night. The following morning, when the unit was relieved by the 2d 

13' How, 187. 
133 How, 187. 
134 Ralph EbmeU, Personal Lnterview. 20 September 19%. 
'35 Lt.-Gen. H.G. Martin C.B. D.S.0 0.B.E The Histow of the FIfteenth S d s h  Divisiog (London: 
William Blackwood and Sons Ltd., 1948) 64. 
136 Russeil's company (C Company) was able to account for one hundred enemy dead in and around his 
companies position alone. Martin, 63- 64. The units total Casualties during this period were; fourteen officers 
and three hundred and forty-one ORS kined, wounded or missing. See Martin, 347. 



Glasgow Highlanders, the Canloan 

twenty-five men out of Eterville. 13' 

53 

officer led what was now his company of twenty to 

At the same moment that Russell was attempting to fight on in E t e ~ i l e  another 

Canloan, John Druhan, was expenencing a dificult time on the western edge of Hill I 12. 

As a company commander with the P Seaforth Highlanders, Druhan led one of the three 

companies tasked to clear and hold a section of the Eterville-Louvignu spur in order to 

facilitate the capture of nearby Esquay.13* Clearing the enerny h m  the spur, the 

Seaforrhs could not consolidate before the enemy counterattacked with support fiom 

tanks in hull down positions. in the subsequent melee, the Seaforths were iniable to 

suppress the enemy's suppomng fire and were forced to give up possession of the spur at 

a loss of two hundred and six soldien killed or wounded; including two Canloan~. '~~ 

These actions, although expensive in manpower, were ultimately successful in 

keeping Gemian amioured fornations engaged in costiy defensive operations Denied the 

mobile reserve the tank divisions could provide, they were instead ground down rnaking 

reactions to subsequent BritisWAmencan thnists from Caumont impossible to contain At 

the tactical level the success of this mtegy was difficult to understand as most of the 

infantry battalions were faced with the arduous task of rebuilding the unit while 

maintaining pressure on the enemy. 

By forgoing rest and refit the British and Canadian Amies were thus able to 

liberate Northem France and Belgium in early September before literally ninning out of 

'" Ralph Russe4 Personid Intaview. Septemba 20. 1995. 
138 Martk 64. 
139 As one of the two lead companies A Company was reduced to seventeen men with no NCOs or offices. 
B Company was reduced to twenty-seven men and one NCO. See John D w  Personai Intwview. 
September 9, 1995. 



gas at the Dutch border. The enemy, although in an even weaker condition, was able to 

hasbly convert small villages into deadly killing grounds dong the projected British axis 

of advance. The small banles to clear these villages M e r  eroded the effectiveness of 

the BLA and are exemplified by the attempt to clear Best between September 21 and 

September 25. 

Located north west of Eindhoven, the t o m  of Best served no real strategic 

purpose pnor to Operation MarketGarden, and yet it serves to perhaps typi- the 

bittemess of the fighting during this period. In any history of Operation Market-Garden it 

is difficult to find mention of this small town but to the men of the 46" Highland 

Infantry Brigade it was to cause untold grief Located &de the main roads leading 

north towards Arnhem, the town of Best offered the Gemans the potential to block the 

main thnist of the British. With this in mind, a battle group built arouud elernents of the 

719" Infantiy Division was formed and dispatched to Best to defend the area and to 

prevent the British £?om crossing the Wilhemina Canal immediately south of the tom. '* 
By September 2 1, the lead elements of the 1 5" Scomsh Division had reached the 

canal and immediately began to reconnoitre the southem bank and fkorn preliminary 

reports it appeared that the enemy had withdrawn. In order to maintain momentum, the 

CO of the P Seaforths deployed a Company, and later the whole battalion, over the canal 

to secure a bndgehead and patrol the northem banks in both directions. The following 

&y the rest of the brigade moved up to the canal, but due to the recent destruction of 

bridging material, they could not cross in strength.'" Rather than send the companies and 

platoons of the assault force piecemeal into the constricted Seaforths penmeter, the 



brigade commander held the 2& Glasgow Highlanders back until appropriate bridges 

could be consbucted. In the meantirne the Seaforths maintained contact with the enemy 

and patrols sent into Best found it apparently deserted Presuming the enemy had 

inadvertently created a gap in his lines, the colonel of the Seaforths ordered D Company 

to immediately occupy the village before the enemy could redise their mistake. As D 

Company was setting up a defensive perimeter the enemy within the cellars and buildings 

reacted and drove the Seaforths h m  the village afler inflicting thirty-three casualties on 

the surprised British "' 
While these events were transpiring the Glasgows had managed to bridge the 

canal and were in position to anack by 1140hr~.'~' However, the British failed to fim 

clear the rail embankment ninning parallel to the Glasgows' axis of advance and the 

enemy used this to pour enfilade fire into the battalion as it struggled to push into Best. 

By the end of the day only D Company had any success in clearing its objective in the 

centre of the village and the battalion's wuaities were heaw with forty-six men either 

killed or woundedl* With the enemy obviously intent on contesting possession of Be% 

the brigade commander ordered the remainder of his command fonvard to attack the next 

day. The focus of the assault this time was the clearing the mil line from the bridgehead 

to the northern edge of Best. Before this codd be done it was first necessary to secure the 

rest of the village and the northem portion of Best and so the 6& King's Own Scottish 

Borderers were tasked with this second mission. During the evening of September 22, the 

- - - 

'" C.B. J. van dm Biggdaar, Best ckcu~ied and Libmited, @est: Brabants Airborne Museum 1994) 12 1. 
'" Biggelaar, L 2 1. 
'" Martin, 153. 
'" Bi~eiaar, 157. 
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banalion moved north to Steenweg where it imended to attack Best from this area the 

following moming. 

Due to the open space around Besf however, the enemy was able to observe the 

KOSBs as they advanced from Steenweg and poured withering fire into their forward 

platoons. At the same time the enemy also maintained sufficient fire on the Glasgows to 

keep them pimed down and unable to assist the KOSBs. Ultimately, the KOSBs 

continued to leapfiog from one house to another, but could only advanced four hundred 

meters by the end of the &y.145 As this was unfolding, the brigade commander was 

forced to continue the rest of the attack on the rail line at 1 S O h n  with the hope that the 

enemy would be sufficiently occupied not to intempt the rest of the attack. 

Ch the le% the Seaforths advanced from the bridgehead in an attempt to clear the 

rail line between the canal and a brickyard located approxirnately six to eight hundred 

metres north. On the right the Glasgows would push through Bea and secure the rail line 

within village and the train station at the northem edge of the village. As the Seaforths 

began to advance they came under heaw fire from the brickyards and codd not advance 

the remaining four hundred metres to their objectives.'" Suffering six killed and thuty- 

three wounded the Sdorths were unable to make any advances and broke off their 

attack and prepare to renew the atîack the next day.14' la Best the Glasgows met with 

rnargïnally more success in their efforts. Pushing south towards the bnckyards, B 

Company tried to clear the area and relieve pressure off the Seaforths but eilded up also 

pinned down short of the objective having suffered fi@-seven casuaities in the 

'" Capt. J R P .  B m e y ,  MC, The 6& IBorder) Bimiiion The King's Dwn Scotash 
Borderers 1939 - 1945, (np.: n.p., n-d.) 52. 
'* Marrin, 157-159. 



process. la The remainder of the Glasgows' attacks were successful and the village was 

cleared without too much dificulty. 

The continuous effort had depleted the Glasgows such that they had ceased to be 

effeaive but as they were in dug in positions less than fim meten fiom the enemy they 

codd not break contact and be withdrawn Instead, the 9" Cameronians were brought 

f o m d  as an immediate reserve and filled the line between the Glasgows and the 

Seaforths. On their left, the 6" Royal Scomsh Fusiliers were a h  brought forward and 

filled the gap between the Glasgows and the KOSBs. 

At 0700hrs on September 24, the enemy initiated their general counter attack by 

hitting at the remnants of the Glasgows. In their weakened state B Company could put up 

little defelice and they were overrun &er an intense grenade attack and close assault IM 

This was the enemy's signal for the main attack which fell on the whole brigade front 

and in the initial confusion, the enemy successfûily infiltrated behind C and D Company 

of the Glasgows, forcing the remnants of D Company back into C Company. Maintaining 

their momentum, the enemy continued to swarm forward and infiltrate into the f o d  

positions of C Company of the Cameronians."' Although the situation appeared g r h  for 

the first hour, the enemy lacked the strength to exploit the situation M e r  and the 

British soon began to organise effective defensive fire. By 0915hrs the attack was over. 

In less than three hours the Glasgows had lost another one hundred and thirty- 

eight men. Going into reserve and rest, the infantry cornpanies of the battalion had k e n  

14' 159. 
WO 17 11 1 326 Battalion War Diary of the 2d Glasgow Higblanders. Septemkr 23. 1 944. 

'" Biggelaar, 1 66. 
'" Major L. Ker Roberts04 2nd Battalion The Glasnow Hi&ianders, (Lubeck: ri-p., 1946) 25. 
''' Biggelaar, 168. 



dwindled d o m  to a combined strength of three officers and one hundred and fi@-four 

edisted men-152 What is important to note is that the 2Dd Glasgow Highlanders ïnitiated 

their attack on the village as a reduced battalion with platoons, such as Roger 

MacLellan's, operating on a strength of fifieen as opposed to the authorised thirty-five. 

Such was the turnover of personnel that by the time Roger MacLellan was wounded in 

Best, there were only two original membea left in the platoon who had landed with the 

division on June 24. '" 
For uni6 in the Second British Army pusbing into Holland and Belgium in 

autumo of 1944, the losses suffered over the previous few months meant that instead of 

the normal four rifle company structure, moa units had amalgamated themselves into 

three company banalions.'" This kind of loss was most profoundly felt at the tactical 

level where platoons operated with an average strength of between fifteen and twenty 

men."' These losses could only be rectified through drsmc rneasures. The main solution 

was to disband two infmtry divisions and hansfer over twenty-five thousand personnel 

from the Royal Artillery, Royal Air Force and the Royal Marines between July and 

December 1944. Iï6 

152 The strength of each respective wmpnny was; A Company - two officers, GfS-four ORS, B Company - 
zero officers, six Ob, C Company - one officer and fifty-one ORs, and D Company with zero officers and 
forty-three ORS. See Robertsoq 25. Among the d t i e s  were al1 five Canloans who wounded in the 
bat-tie. See MacLeUaq Wave an Arrn, 158. 
'" MacLellaq Wwe  and Arm, p. 159. 
l 9  This omMd to the tDd Glasgow HXgManders, h Witshires, and 1/5 Queni's Reginent. S a  Roger 
MacLellan. Personal InteM'ew. July 25, 1994 and Vmcent Liliey, NAC MG 30 E 96 v. 31, file 6. 
"CANLOAN history questionnaire - Responses, L-P." and ArnoId Wfick, Penonal Interview. December 
11. 1996. 
Ek, Victory in the West, v. il, (London: Her Majesty's Stationary Ofnce, 1968) 14 1 .  See Ian 

MacDonald, Lewis MiIler, and Cameron Brown Interviews. 
'% Arnong the unis disbandeci were thtee battalions of Royal Marines fkom the 1 16& Brigade and nine 
d e r y  reghents f?om the 3058 306~. and 3078 Brigades. See E%s Victoqr in the West, v. II, 369 and 
Millett and Murray v. iII, 100. 



Refleaing tb is  kind of attrition and its impact on effectiveness and leadership is the 

disproportionate ratio of fataities between the enlisted man and the commissioned officer. 

Whiie only 8.7% of the total number of ORs serving in the 5om Northumbrian Division were 

fatalities, for the seMng officers in the division, it was 16.5%. More alarming is the ratio for 

the 15' Scottish Division Againn a rate of 16.8% of ORS Med while sening in the 

division, 28.7% of the division's officers feu in combatt5' Of the officer casuaities, mon 

occimeci at the Company where leadership is pivotal in maintainhg the fighting edge of the 

banalion An operational report analyshg hhro thousand four hundred and seven canialties 

among seven of the infantq divisions within the Second British Amy indicates that this was 

a nomial pattern The report shows that among those casualties used for the report the highest 

turnover was expexienced among platoon and company commanders which accounted for a 

staggering 32.2% and 30% of the casualties respectively. 15' Not surprisuigly the Canloar~~, as 

junior officen, cenainly contn'buted to these naristics 

The casuaities among Canloam for Juiy remained the highest with forty-two tàtalities 

out of the total of one hundred and sucty-two Canloan casualties. AIthough the casualty rate 

declined d e r  Jdy, it still remained at a relatively constant level unhl the BLA moved into 

static positions dong the Maas %ver in late November. DLning the pend between August 

and November, the average number of casuaitïes among Canloans rernained fairly hi& with 

an average of 46.5 casdt ies  per rn~n th?~  Examining this h m  another pmpchve, the 

casualty rate over this five month period represented 55.8% of the total number of Canloans 

''' Holmes, 349. 
lJ8 PRO/ WO. No. 2 ûperanod Research Section, Report No. 19. "Infantry ûf5cer C d t i e s "  Loaued in 
the Ronnie Sheppard Archives 
lS9 NAC, MG 3 1 E96, v. 30 fle 7. Canioan - Departmeni of National Defence - Copies of ûf5cial Repons. 
"Adjutant Generai Statistics of Canloan Casualties June 1944 to June 1945" Of that figure, 12.5 were on 



sening in the prograuda Durhg the Normmciy Campaign this kind of tanover meant a 

shorter senrice career for the Nbaltern than their World War One cornterpart 16' Such is the 

misfortune of war that some Canloans were either wounded during their fim battles, or 

in their first actions f i e r  recovering fiom a previous wound '" 
The indirect result of this high casualty rate was a rapid increase in battle 

exhaustion by mid June. The correlation between the two was commented upon by a 

doctor during this period. "When such a battaiion goes into action a very high breakdown 

rate m u t  be expected, since the emotional ties among the men, and between the men and 

their officers (which is the single moa potent factor in the prevention of breakdown), 

barely e~ist."'~' While refening in this instance to casuaities suf5ered by the Royal 

Hampshire Regiment, this statement can easily be ascribed to any unit in the Second 

British Amy. An aspect that enhanced this problem was the manner in which rnany 

oficen, including Canloans, were introduced into their battalions and companies. 

The intensity of combat meant that most junior officer replacement were simply 

placed into their commands during bnef pauses in offensive operations Called f o m d  

fkom the RHU one evening and sent to the lom Highland Light Mântry, Jirnmy Carson 

moved directly to the OC'S headquarters where he was curtly welcomed aboard, told who 

his platoon sergeant was, and where he couid h d  his platwn. Moving on, Carson came 

to the position indicated near a hedgerow where he was met by the sergeant and what 

average fatal casualties. 
160 These figures refiect oniy the six hwidred and twenty-tbree h b n t r y  officers. 

16' The average le@ of senice in the maba duriug Wodd War ûne was six mo- c h b g  the Nomiaidy 
Capaigu ir was ttWy@ days. C M e s  Meswnger, For Love of Renimee v. 4 (London: Leo Cooper, 
1995) 126. 
162 This occuced with Norman Barnes, Frederick Chesbam, Aiexander Cunningham, Albert Graves, and - 
Arthur Stone who were ail wounded in theïr fim actions. Smith, Codeword Canloan, passim. 
'" Tsry Copp and Bill McAndrew, Banle Exhaustion, (Montreal: McGilI-Queen's University Press, 1990) 



appeared to be the platoon headquarters. Observing oniy three dit trenches he introduced 

hirnself to the NCO and asked where the remainder of the platoon was so that he could 

meet with the section leaders. Resuming they were on the other side of the hedge, the 

answer he received from his platoon sergeant gave him a moment to reflect on his 

decision to become an infantq offcer. "This is the platoon sir. We are five, and you are 

1 6 a  

Where the casuaities were most readily felt was through the fatigue it perated 

among the sumivon. This fâtigue is important to undentand as it has been shown to be a rmt 

cause for the incidence of battie exhaustion Post war research indicated that the longevity of 

the private soldier could be maintiiined for up to four hinidmi days through a rotational 

policy. The research also revealed that upon becoming banle wise after ten days exposure to 

combaf the soldier could operate effectively for an optimum period of thuty W. Ifretained 

in action after this, however, it was shown that there was a steady decline in effixtïvenes as 

physical and emotional fatigue set id6'  What this report does not take into account is the 

non quantifiable effect that the variances of intensive combat had on the solder withùi a set 

p e n d  of time. This issue has plagued both sides of the debate about the morale of the BLA. 

As David French has shown in his stuciy on the subject, exhaustion rates can be infiuenced 

through forced rest between periods of intasive combat166 This is clearly what Hargest 

noticed when he observeci the 5om Norhumbrian Division in mid June. 

There was a lot of resentment especially in 69 Me. They call 
the CinC 'Flying em in Monty'. Absence withoid leave 

131. 
163 J i m y  Carsoq Personai Interview, October 28, 19%. 
16' Holmes, 214. S& a h  Hu& L'Etang, "%me 'Aaualires' of War", Roval United Senies Imtmite for 
Mi Saidie~.  1 17. (March 1972): 64 - 68. 
'66 French, 163. 



became ves, prevdent in the New Forest area arnounting to 
well over 1ûûû and there was considerable unrest. When the 
operations commenced ail this died down - but the heaw 
losses in offices and NCûs has given Ne to new gumbling. 
The reai f a .  is th& the Div is tireci - a few da- rest would 
work wonden. '67 

For those soldiers fiom uni& of the Eighth British Amiy, who were in some wes 

were entering into their fifi year of service, this assuredly was a factor in their apparent 

collapse. The 0th predominant group forming part of the exhaution casualty lists were 

those soldien who had little or no previous exposure to combat The appeamnce of both of 

these groups indicates the extent to wtuch confidence in personai abilïty plays into the 

maintenance of morale.'" Loss of confidence by seasoned soldiers corresponds to the 

number or serioumess of womds received in prevïous actions which heightened the soldia's 

fears of mortality Carryhg this anxiety with them the seauned soldier became increasingiy 

more susceptible to the pressures of combat, accelerating his fatigue and facilitating a 

breakdom. 

In contrast, the ignorance of new recruits may have allowed them to enter into battle 

fairly easily, but wuld not prevent the subsequent erosion as fear of the u h o w n  becarne 

ovenvhehng. 16' Compounding their dilemma was the fact that a lack of tactical proficiency 

meant that they became casuaities at a disproportionate rate. Thu assertion is supportecl by 

Stouffer who noticed a variance in aggression between veteran and green infmtry  unit^.^'^ 

16' WO / PRO CAB 1 O6 1 1060 123980 -The k g e s t  Report". 
168 Copp, 146. 
169 Stouffer fowid m bis study that among ORS, 74% found battle more frightening the more it was 
experienced. Samuel A. Stouffer et a& The American Soldier: Combat and its Afiennath, vol. II. (Princeton: 
University of Princeton, 1 949) 7 1. 

Samud Sto* et. al., 22. In his studies, S t o e  found W d&~lip? ~ e t e r a ~  M i t s  were more confident 
in their skiiis than green units, they also e x p r d  les confidence in their stamina in combat. See Stouf][er, 
23. 



The loss of confidence was also a factor in the breakdown of officers in combaf but the 

mderlying reasom were markdy different than those of the enlisteci man 

From his selective midy of exhaustion cases among officers and enlisted men, 

EmanaueI Miller was able to draw conclusions about which influences had a greater impact 

on the leader. Athough breaking dom with less fkquency than the enlisted man, it was 

found that the officm m a s  l es  adaptable to new groups than their subordùlates. His study 

concluded that the destruction of the primaq group played les  of a role in the mental 

collapse of an officer &han did the "Ovmhelming seose of respomibility". While ody one 

soldier claimed this was a factor in his W d o w n ,  twtIve officers stated that the "burden of 

co~nmand" was the root cause of their wllapse."' Whatever the cause a can be defhitively 

detennined that exhaustion remaineci prevalent among junior officers as opposai to any other 

Xe s e s  bis soldiers mg, he sees the wounded sufférïng 
there is no bufEer of distance to enable any denial of the 
mdts of his actions.. .As a h  of his m m  is wounded or 
killed, their suffering hangs on his conscience, and he hows 
that he is he and he done who is making it continue. He and 
his will to accept the suffering of his men are dl uiat keep the 
banle going. ' " 

Although definitive information is unobtainable, this must have been an influence in 

the thury hown cases of exhaustion among ~anloans."~ Some Canloans admitted that the 

weight of their cesponsïbilities &ove hem to the bredcing pi* but were "saved" by king 

'" LLÇoI. Gnanauel MiUer, "Psychiamc carualties Arnong OfE- and Men From Norma~dy", The 
L a n w  (March 24, 1945): 365. 
'" Milier, 365. Of the twenty-nine officers incorporated h o  the snidy. -*ne wae han- four were 
captams, three majors and one lieutenaxxt-culonel. 
l n  Dave Grorsman, On Killinsj, (Boston: Little Brown and Company, 1995) 147. 
174 XAC RG24, v. 100 15, 9/toan/6/2 Dr& report between Major-çieneral J.P. Montague tù the Secremy 



wounded before this could occur.'" One of these Cadoans asserted that it was only the faa 

that he had others dependent upon him that forced him to continue. He felt that not to do so 

would entail l&g them d o m  17' 

The pressure of combat almost led to George Sweeney's collapse dirring Operation 

Ventable d e r  s u f f e ~ g  the loss of a section to mines and booby trap. Sweeney felt 

incapable of continuuig and only overcame this fear through laying low in a dit trmch for 

two days to recoup his nerve. Sorne officers also confideci their fears and memations to 

uidividuals within and outride the p~atoon'77 These relatiomhips were often informal and 

allowed the officer to vent some of the fears that combat and the pressure of respomibility 

generated More commonly, the informa1 relationship was with a subordinaîe, but in one 

instance, an officer was regardeci as the synbol of survival by a superior. 

Having joined the IO& Highland Light Infantry in August, Jimmy Carson was 

iiicssantly at log@mds with his company commander who seerned to find fault with his 

every action This was tolerated for months Lmtil Canon W l y  refused to take it any more 

and began to argue with his company commander who then threatened him with a court 

martial. This was a hollow threat and Carson challengeci his OC to charge him as it was an 

opportunity to get out of the lines and get some rest This silenced the major Who storrned out 

oniy to r m  within an hou to state that the matter was dropped and asked Carson if there 

was no hard feelings. He concluded the conversation by confiduig his earnest belief that as 

long as Canon remaineci in his company everythmg wodd be okay, they both would live 

Kationai Defence Headquaners. October 3 1, 1944. 
17' See Ross LeMesurier, J i y  Canon, Arnold Williclg Walter Spencer, George Sweeney interviews. 
''15 Walter Spencer, Personal Interview. November 16. 19%. 
ln See J i  Carson, Personal Interview- October 28, 1996, George Sweeney, Persona1 iuteniiew. Mar& 
19, 1997, Robert Jackson, Personal Interview. October 30, 1996, and Lewis Miller, Personal Interview. 



through the war. Unfortunately, Carson was shortly thereafter evacuated for medical reasons 

and the major in question was killed soon after tbat 

Performing under these pressures the officer and enlisted man had to corne to 

terms with the intensity of the physical danger they were repeatedy exposed to. Even 

with the efforts of the officer to create positive conditions for the preservation of morale, 

soldiers often took independent masures to alleviate the effects of stress. Perhaps the 

most obvious one is banle avoidance. For the junior officer these cases represented a 

dilemma in terms of the appropriate action they should take with these individuds. Many 

Canloan officers encuuntered soldiers within their platoons actively seelcing to avoid figtiting 

which had to be dealt with directly. At the platoon level, where the potentiai for dissidence 

was the greatest, the irnmediate reaction by many officers was to show force in order to 

dissuade this behaviour. The approach is best exemplified by Ian MacDonald wtu'-le sewing 

with the 6" KOSBs diiring the auhmui campaign in Holland 

Due to the openness of die terrain, the platoon had to remain spread out as it moved 

across a flat field to its objective making direct control difficult for the platoon commander. 

Complicating rnatters was the fire fkom a 20 mm ant i -a i rd  which although relaîively 

ineffective, was sol1 dûeessùig nonetheles. For one soldier, the sound of the antiaircraft 

guns munitions disintegraihg Ulto shrapnel was the final straw in breaking the bonds that 

contained his fear. T d g  around this soldier attempted to nm back to the start line but was 

spotted by MacDonald Firing his Sten Gtm at the feet of the soldier, MacDonald forced him 

to stop and indicated his intention to mise his a h  if he did not resume the advance. To this 

November 15, 19%. 
1 78 James Carson, Persod Interview. October 28, 1996. 



day, MacDonald can still see the expression of anger and sullen contempt on the face of the 

soldier as he reluctantly tumed aromd and moved to rejoin his section 17' 

Another incident where a soldier attempted to flee in the middle of an attack 

o c c d  with Ralph Russell whiie s e ~ n g  ~ i t h  the grn Cameronian Regiment driring the 

Nomandy Campaign Ln order to show that he did not sanction tbis behaviour, he purposely 

turned his weapon on a soldier attempting to flee. While unwilling to kill the soldier in 

question, Russell did aim and fire at the fleeing soldier with the appearance of trying to Ici11 

the man Although purposely aiming high, Russell sought to exert his authority and will of 

the remainder of the platoon by expressing his willingwss to shoot any soldier attemptïng to 

flee the battlefield'" These examples, although dramatic, do provide a unique dimension 

into the leadership dynamic at the platoon level. However, the reality remaim that the officer 

onnot apply physical coercion exclusively whenever their men surrender themselves to their 

fm. 

A poignant example of the duality inherent in junior leadership is Harold Long's 

experience with the 2nd Glasgow Hiflanden as the battalion prepared to attack Ben. 

Having survived enough actions the seasmed men in his platoon could discem the 

difference between an easy and difficult operation, and some were visibly apprehensive 

about this attack. Looking for reassurance that their fears were unjustifieci, his men 

enquired to Long about his impressions of the plan of attack. Suppressing his own fears, 

Long Ûied to appear unconcemed and dissipate some of the tension by refemng to a 

Ian MacDonald, Personal interview. October 24, 19%. 
Ralph Russell Persona1 Interview. September 20, 1995. 



previous attack that had been uneventfid. Stating it as nonchalantly as possible Long 

shmgged off the soldier's enquiries and said simply; "It's just another CouveMlle." 18' 

However, afier the orders had k e n  given and tasks assigned, Long was 

approached by one of his section commanders who requested to be one of the LOBS (left 

out of battle). The corporal in question had been with the platoon since Normandy and 

expressed feus that he may not live through this attack. Sensing that the corporal was 

eamest in his feelings, and having perfoxmed well in action up to now, Long consented 

and assigned the corporal's section to his 2 ik. 

As the individual was obviously apprehensive about the pending attack, his ability 

to direct his men would be diminished. Knowing that if a section commander was shah, 

the section may also be so inclined and hesitate in continuing the advance and from an 

operational standpoint, the platoon would suffer the coosequences of the loss of 

firepower. On a personal level Long dso recognised that if the individual had legitimate 

fean of the attack and wanted out, forcing the soldier into battle may appear cruel to the 

other men in his c~mmand.'~' As it was, even with his sanctioned flight, the corporal 

could not escape the ovemding dominance of the primary group. Harold Long continues, 

"About an hour later, when we were about half way to our objective, he came up and said, 

'To heu with the premonition7, and came back and took over his section 77 183 

'13' Harold Law Perronai interview. Iuly 25. 1995. Whea adced about the impact of a amrade's or leader's 
caIm behaviour on their own behaviotrr, 69% said d made them much bener solders while 25% said it made 
them somewhat better. See John Doiiard, Fear in Battle, (Coimecticut: Westport. I97ï) 29. 
'* In his snidy on "buddy" relatiomhips, Linle claimeci that the strength between memben of the primary 
group was sbong enough to remab even if one of the buddies "bugged out" or fled the baniefield. See 
Roger W. Little, "Buddy Relations and Combat Performancen in The New Militarv: Chaneina Patterns of 
OrPanisation. Moms Janowitz Ed. (New York: Sage Publications, 1964) 202. 
'" Harold Long, Unpubtished Memoirs. Copy in possession of the author. Long's Company was 
subsequdy reduced to oniy six men that evénirrp. The fàte of thk individual is not known 



In the same attack another man in Long's platoon also wanted to be left out of 

battle, but was treated differently. This individuai had a reputation for avoiding battle and 

had to be othenïise controlled to prevent his flight fiom the banlefield On this occasion 

this soldier refused his section cornmander's order to move into position on the start line. 

Even wlîh the direct threat of a pointed pistol, the soldier remained defiant to Long's 

demands and it was not d l  the OC intervened and arrested the soldier that the situation 

was solved. !@ 

While the above are examples of the direct actions of battle avoidance, the 

Canloans also experienced a variety of passive meanues as well. Having joined the 6& 

KOSBs in late 1944, George Sweeney haci, like many other platoan cornmanden, inherited a 

mixture of seasoned veterans and young inexperienced soldiers. Swmey had expected that 

his sergeant wodd assisi him in providing leadzrship to both groups within the platoon but 

following his fim action it became apparent to Sweeney that the sergeant did not have any 

enthusiasrn as a leader within the platoon. His suspicions were later confirmeci diaing the 

openhg phase of Operarion Verirable when he noticed that the sergeant did not attempt to 

control or direct the fire of the soldiers in the platoon He also noticed that the sergeant 

~eemed  disindimi to men fire his own weapon. As there was nothing the officer wuld do 

mtil the unit was pulied out of the line, the matter was left at that During a period of brief 

rest, however, he took the opporhrnity to examine his soldier's weapons to ensure thai they 

were maintaining them properly. PuilSig rifles out of the weapon stacks randon he was 

184 This soldier's behaviour did not change witb this altercation Mer the war, Captain Long was on a 
courts martial board and ùlis soldier came behre him for desertion. The soldier refùsed to allow Long ro 
hear his case inadvertently allowing Long to te* against him. Subsequentiy, the soldier was conviaed to a 
ten year sentence. Harold Long, Unpubiished MernoirS. Copy in possession of the author. 



shocked by the nate of one rifle d o s e  bolt could not be worked for a lack of oïl and build 

up of r u t  When he confronted his platwn about the owner of the rifle Sweeney was 

infuriated to leam that it was the sergeant's. c0nfk0n~g hirn about the condition of his 

weapon the sergeant rmabashedly adrnitted that he had not fired his rifle since ieaving 

Norman@, and was not particularly inclined to change his behaviour. Within the hour the 

sergeant had been placed under arrest and removed to the rear. lg5 

Of al1 the passive foms of battle avoidance, the simplest was to go to ground 

when fired upon and allow the remainder of the unit to advance without him. For the 

platoon commander this type of behaviour was difficult to prevent and could only be 

mar@ly offset by the actions of the p1atwn commander. It was also difficult to monitor as 

it often is limiteci to individuals or pairs of soldien, although in isolateci cases it cm occur in 

Iarger numbers as well. Ig6 

Tasked to provide a diversionaq attack on La Bijude, A Company of the 6' North 

Staffordshire Regiment was to attack h m  the Cambes Wood on July 8, and clear the 

western approaches to the t o m  Around Mûûhrs on Jdy 8, Arthur Stone advanceci to the 

company's start line at the southem edge of Cambes Wood and waited unri1 the artillery 

barrage shifted before begmning the attack Although able to move up to their j m p  off 

positions, Stone had lost contact with the company when the enemy counter bombardrnent 

began. Unsure whether or not the other platoon had been able to move up and so decided to 

confimi that they were in position Although wounded in this se;nch Stone, nonetheless, 

185 George Sweeney, Personai Interview. March 19, 1997. 
1 &6 In his study on battie absent- Major Geaeral James Eiiiot stated that in any given engagement, 
upwards of twenty soldiers in a banalion avoided bartle and laid low during combat. mot believed thaî 66% 
of the estimateci twenty soldiers avoiding contact were either new troops put into battie too eariy (Iû%), or 
low standard recnrits (56%). To a d e r  extent, 4% of traasgrtsors, he clairned, were recently returned 



returned to his platoon's location only to h d  that he was aione; his platoon had lefk m e r  a 

futile search of the battlefield Stone met up with another platoon and attemped to organise 

assauIt teams to engage the enemy. Tt was not mîd he was evacuated and convalescing in 

England that Stone determineci the fate of his platoon In his bief absence Stone's platoon 

sergeant withdrew the platoon off of the start Iine and back into the Cambes Wood where ît 

remaineci for the entire batîie. l m  

Although in Arthur Stone's case it was impossible to prevent battle avoidance as it is 

only through the direct pressure of his will that an officer c m  o h  dominate the p u p  

durhg periods of stress. For this to occury however, the officer's will to win, or the projection 

of aggressîon, has to be displayed physically as weil as vehaily. One example of how this 

happe= on the banlefield is evident through the experience of Walter Spencer Serving with 

the jd Monmouthshire Reghent. 

Having joined the Monmouthshire Regmiment in late 1944 after the break up of the 

Queen's Brigade of the 7" Axmoured Division, Spencer was ordered one &y to advance and 

ckar a farmhouse suspected of king occupied by the enemy. The terrain aromd the k m  

was open fields and pastures? but located to the right of the objective was a smail çcnib of 

bushes and m. Noticing this he developed a plan of action whereby he intended to acivance 

in open formation towards the f m  and initiate a right fianking attack using the cover of the 

wooded area if fired upon As it tumed out the enerny was occqying the fàrm and fid on 

Spencer's platoon as they closed to the last few hundred meten. Ordering one of the fonvard 

sections to provide cover fire he intendeci to shifi the rest of the platoon towards the woods, 

wounded veterans phced back into battle tao quickly. See Millett, v. EL 100. 
l m  Arthur Stone uMilrtary recoiiections 1935 - 1945" Unpubiished Memoirs. Copy in possession of the 
author. Stone found out the detaiis of his sergeaats actions through the subsequent courts marrial hqlJirY 



but as the Section moved into a fire position it was shelled With this the section went to 

ground and made no attempt to either move into better positions or to retum fire. Histily 

deploying the rear section into a mediocre position to support the platoon, he took his last 

section and ran towards the pinned d o m  section to cajole them into action As he ran 

through the section the men, who had up to now refused to move, immediately got up and 

joined the frontal assadt on the fami, which quickly cleared Althou& the section leader had 

wilIingly moved forward, Spencer knew that the man's fear inhibiteci his leadership and, 

although reluctmt to punish the individual, he accepted that the corporal would have to be 

more closely watched Ig8 

One aspect of positive leadership is the simple provision of emotional support to 

the enlisted man as it promotes confidence and bolsten morale. Understanding how 

physical support influences the soldier's morale is fairly maight fomard, the impact of 

emotional support, however, is much more ephemeral. The most common means was an 

attempt to develop closer ties to the men by maintaining a presence outside of the Lines. 

This entailed either visiting them informally, eating with them, or heiping with fatigues 

whenever time is an issue. IS9 

Although accepted in the manuals as important when in the field, this approach 

did raise the ire of some senior officen who continued to chastise the Canloans for king 

too close to their men However, it appean that the sergeants welcomed visits by their 

against the sergeam. pp. 43 -5 1. 
18s The soldier in question was shortly wounded and so no other cases ocairred with the individual. Waiter 
Spencer, Personai Interview. November 16, 1996. 
'" John Druhan, Roger MacLekm, Franck McConaghy, Haroid Long and Arnold Willick ail worked with 
their men in a more informai manner in order for the men to measure th& competmcy before going into 
combat. 



officen as it affirmed the joint responsibility in providing for the welfare of the men.!90 

Another means in which the officer can offer support to his men is through leading 

rnilitary and field crafi training whenever out of the line. This not only allowed the men 

to critically examine the knowledge base and capabilities of their officer, it also served to 

increase the soldier's confidence in themselves. 19' One Canloan found that the men in his 

platoon required M e r  training and he used the time before king deployed into battie 

to train his men. He admittedly pushed his men, but they did not resent it as they told 

them afier the war he had treated them better then some of the other officen. 19' 

The officer can, to a certain extent reduce the impact of the stress of combat through 

the continuai provision of information from both family members as well fiom the th- of 

war itself The following are examples in how this is done within the theatre of operatiom. 

As the ad-tank platoon commander in 7" Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, Collin 

Brown had to monitor two radio sets whenever the banalion was in a defensive position. 

One set was for direct communication with the battalion headquarters while the second 

was for monitoring the battalion net. As Brown was aiways withm a short distance of the 

bartalion headquarten he switched over the headquarten radio to the BBC and wrote 

down the news headlines on events in Europe and England. Subsequently, when he made 

his rounds to his guns deployed in the company positions, he gave them a written brief of 

the latest BBC news headlines. This went on for some time although the unauthorised use 

of the radio for such things was severely frownecl upon and subject to disciplining. This 

is what Brown was expecting when he was cdled before the colonel to explain why he 

190 Robert Jackson Personal Interview. October 30, 1996. This was also expressed by Norman Copeland 
Psycholow and the Soldier, (Harrisburg: The Military Service Publishiog Company. 1 942) 125. 
19' Robert Jackson, Personal interview. 30 ûctober 1996. 



did not respond to the colonel on the one occasion he actually tried to reach him over the 

radio. With his explanation, however, the colonel commended the young Canadian for 

his initiative and mildly chastised his adjutant for not thinkins of this sooner and using 

one of the many battalion radios.lg3 

To the men in the battalion the re3dar amval of information about the tactical 

and stratepic events occurring around them was heartening. in the dark days of July when 

the fighting in Normandy was at its highest and most bitter pitch, the men may have had 

some doubts about who exactiy was winning the battle. By tying the men into a larger 

picture they could see and understand what role they were contribuhg to the war. For 

those soldiea who were experiencing combat for the fim time this would have ken  

especially important as mail and information counter balances the sense of isolation. 19' 

Just as irnporiant as providing support for the men is the dual role of the officer to 

be seen as a protector of the group as well. Hugh Neily projected his role as a protector of 

his men through his efforts to preserve the interna1 cohesion of his platoon. As his 

sergeant had broken mder the strain, and two of his section cornmanden were visibly unable 

to deal with even junior responsibility, Neily asked his company commander what course of 

action he shodd take. His company commander told him that as soon as the banalion was 

out of the line, he would hold a board of enqujr into the actions of his section leaders to 

detemine whether or not they wodd be demoted. Neily felt uneasy about this obvious 

expression of mistrust in his men and sou& an altemate solution He got around this 

dilemma by approaching the section leaders individually and convincing them to 

' 9 ~  Manin NAC MG 3 1 E96 VOL 3 1 file 3, 'Canloan history questionnaire - Responses, E - K" 
Ig3 Collin Brown, Personal Interview. December 6. 19%. 



voluntaily reduce in ranks. He then retunied to his cornpany commander with the section 

leader's stripes and assured hirn the situation was solved Neily also took the opportunity 

to ask if it was w i t h  his authority to promote others within his command as he had 

others in mind who had performed well during the &y's fighting. The major admitted 

that this was outside of normal policy but readily supported Neily's suggestion. The 

major closed the conversation by smiling and affirming Neily's actions with the simple 

comment; "1 like your style  anad da'''^* These moves ensured that Neily's platoon codd 

avoid the scrutiny of outside rnembea and helped maintain the confidence of the two 

demoted soldiers as they continued to contribute to the platoon, even in their reduced 

capac i ty. 

While the provision of emotional support can be fairly stmightfonvard, the 

provision of physical comfon is the main tenant of the concept of man management. To 

some Canloans, adherence to this principle not only put them in good stead with their 

me% but also placed them in conflict with their superiors. For Francis McConaghy this 

occurred with his company commander and lead to his open arrest As the oficer 

designated to recomoitre a bivouac site for the remainder of the battalion, the jd 

Middlesex Regiment (MG), McConagahy found and designated two positions for the 

battaiion. The larger and better sited bivouac site was designated for the men while the 

srnaller, less ideal one was slated for the headquarters and the officen. Upon arrivai of 

the main body of the battalion, McConagiiy's OC expressed bis disapprovai at the site 

'" For a full ocplanation of how information can e&ct the morde of the enlined man see Brigadier E.H.AJ. 
O'Donneli, "'Moralen, Journal of the Roval United Services institute, XC.90 (Febrmy 1945) 4 - 8. 
19' Hugh Nedy, Personal Interview. DeKmber 12, 1996. This was outside of the nom as his company 
commander wished to hold a board of inquiry into the actions of the section leaders a s  mon as they were 
outside of the line. N d y  wisbed to avoid any further humiliation and r e ~ n i e d  to the major within the hour 



chosen for the officers in no 

discussion empted where, &ei 

equivocal terms. At this juncnire an open and heated 

an exchange of opinion, the young lieutenant was told he 

was under anwt for insubordination. Called before the colonel later that evening to 

explain himself, McConagahy7s only defence was to state that he thought that it was his 

duty to see that the men are taken care of first and foremost. With this the colonel simply 

looked at the Canadian briefly and simply said forget about it and then called the OC to 

explain his side of events. Shortly afterwards the OC was quiet1 y tramferreci out of the 

unit. '% 

The importance of the experience of Francis McConaghy is not so much the fact 

that the young officer was loolcing out for his men by providing them with the better of 

the IWO positions, but in the defence of his actions. When such events occur, which they 

do with some fiequency, the officer defending his position invariably c m  be seen as the 

champion of his men. In this particular instance the men would also have lost some 

respect for the Company commandes authority, undermining and eroding his legitimacy. 

This is based on that universai maxim that an officen' actions will never escape the eyes 

and ears of the men. 

An example of the contempt the men cm harbour towards their officers is 

reflected in the experience of Elmer Fitzpatrick serving with the 11" Durham Light 

Wantry. Having just taken up positions in a destroyed village in the autumn of 1944, the 

battalion fond  that outside of the officer's billet, al1 other houses leaked and in the min, 

the basements were becoming flooded The colonel appeared impervious to this when 

one of his officers mentioned the conditions of the positions the men were occupying as 

with the section leader's chevrons. 



when anaiion headquarters was simng down to dinner, "Oh well, the men have ground 

sheets. Pass the port." Tliis indifferent comment trickled back to the men and 

subsequently was used to mock the colonel whenever he approached. '.Pass the port The 

men have ground sheets."lW 

By providing support to the men as individuds the officen were directly 

promoting their legitirnacy and thereby maintainino cohesion and effectiveness. In the 

face of challenges on the modem battlefield, the Canloans punued both sanctioned and 

un-sanctioned rneasures to preserve the fighting edge of their commands. With the 

intensity of the batîle and the aitririon it caused, the Canloans hl1 sought to apply the 

traditionai precepts of regimentd leadership such as man management and "know o u r  

men". At the lowest m g  of the formal organisation this is where the soldier was 

prompted to continue to adhere to the values of the organisation. They adapted principles 

to meet circumstance and because of this, it has to be questioned whether or not the 

regimental system really did die off or collapse under its own inherent triiai nature. 

'% Francis McComghy~ Personal Interview. August 3 1, 1995. 
lg7 Elmer Fitqmrick Swey.  NAC MG 3 1  E96 vol. 31  file 3.  TANLOAN history questionnaire - 
Responses, E-K". 



Chapter Four 

The Anns of Mars 

To fully undentand the experience of the Allied soldier in North West Europe 

one must examine the impact of specific weapons and weapon systems had on the 

battlefield The evidence fiom the Canloan officers provides considerable insight into the 

aspect of the "the face of battle".This is certainly the case with the role of two such 

weapons, mortan and Nebelwerfer or "Moauing Minnies" which formed the backbone of 

the Gemau defensive fire network throughout the North West European Campaign. Not 

only were they inexpensive to produce and maintain, but their effect on Allied soldiers 

was devastating. lg8 This was @cularly the case with the Nebelwerfer as one of its 

characteristics was the sound it made when fired and when its projectiles arced and fell 

towards its target While the sound is often most vividly recailed, its physical 

effectiveness was even more saiking. lg9 

Igs In at least two batLalions the event of being sheiied by Nebeiwerfers was &en dom in the Banalion 
Diary. See 4& SLI and 4& Wdtshire Banalion Diaria for July land June 29 fespectively. The divisional 
hories  also made numerom references about the effm of this type of fire. 
19' H o h a .  209. 



Studies show that at points during the Normandy Campaign upwards of 70% of 

casualties were inflicted by mortars and Nebelwerfers a l ~ n e . ' ~  This figure is amibutable 

in part to the fact that they were deployed in high densities in Normandy with each 

German division having a regiment of fi@-four six barrelled Nebelwerfer projectoa as 

well as between sixty-nine and seven-seven 81mm rnortars. The enemy could therefore 

direct upwards of four hundred and one bombs onto a target a.rea2*' The Allied soldier 

knew that any soldier attempting to venture above ground would be subject to mortaring. 

Arnong Canioans, the fear and respect associated with these weapons was 

founded on persona1 experience. George Beck's experience with enemy indirect fire 

meant the end of his war and the loss of most of his sight. Having served with the 7h 

South StafTordshire Regiment since its arrivai in France on June 27' Beck had managed 

to sunive unscathed until early August Tasked to recomoitre the crest overlooking the 

Orne River, Beck had finished his mission and was preparing to return to his lines when 

he noticed a small stone shed nearby. No sooner had he made a mental note that the shed 

was a potential aiming mark for the enemy than the whistle of fdling shells drowned out 

his thoughts. In the brief barrage one round landed only feet away from him filling one 

side of his body with shrapnel. In an ironic Mn of fate this event may have saved his life 

as his unit was severely mauled as it defended the Orne bridgehead in the following two 

days.'O2 

While most cases of severe mortaring occurred during the &y, it still remained 

dangerous to move about at night near the front lines. The close proximity between the 

290 T q  Copp, "Coumer-Mottar Operational research in 2 1 h y  Group", Canadian Militarv Ektory, 3.2 
(Autumn 1994): 48. 
'O1 Copp, -Corner-Mom Operational research in 21 Amy Gmup", 49. 



opposing lines in Normandy enabled the enerny to hear any movement on the British 

positions. This made it extremely dangerous whenever imits were rotated through the 

lines as both units were vulnerable and the noise invariably drew heaw fire."' This was 

the case with John Dnihan one evening as he prepared to lead his company fiom the fiont 

lines after the Seaforths disassous attack near Esquay on July 10. M e r  delegating 

another Canloan to lead half of the company off the position, Druhan lefi the position 

under the cover of darkness with two scouts to show them the withdrawal route and 

rendezvous spots. As Druhan and the scouts passed near a destroyed Bren carrier, the 

enemy subjected them to an accurate short barrage. Although initially dazed Druhan 

quickly regained his senses and began to look for the scouts to push on before the enemy 

could resume their shelling. By the time M a n  was able to locate them one was aiready 

dead and the other rnortaily wounded. Druhan had to leave them where they lay and 

r e m  to his company to pull the rest of his men back out of the  ine es.'^ 

During his advance towards the Orne River on July 15, John Druhan was in the 

centre of his company with his headquarters section. In a moment, a group or "stonk" of 

mortar bombs landed in the rnidst of the group killing everyone except himself This 

experience was particularly mernorable and was considered a personai gift as this day 

was also his birthday."' in another example Arnold Willick, serving in the 5" Wiltshire 

Regiment, found himself trapped in the middle of both his own and the enemy's fire. As 

his platwn moved off the start line towards his objective near Hill 112, Willick was 

-- 

"' Georse Be& Personal Imerview. Septemk 26.19%. 
=O3 in disaissmg this type of operation. most Cadoaris stated that thcy ofien w a e  quick to get off a position 
or quicker to get into position before the enemy srarred shelling. 
2w John D n h n ,  Pasonai Interview. Septernber 9, 1995. 
" 5  ~ o h n  Druhan, Personal Intemiew. Septernber 9, 1995. 



closeiy followed the protective barrage when he noticed the sound of falling rounds had 

increased Looking behùid him, Willick watched the enemy shell his battalion's fomïng 

up place with an extremely heaw conter bombardment barrage. This was of no real 

concem until he noticed that the enemy were walking îheir fire forward at a faster rate 

than the British barrage. As the terrain was open fields with no cover, Willick began to 

wish the British barrage fonvard and only managed to avoid his platoon from nishing 

amidsi the protective tire. Forninately, the enemy ceased fire as the Wiltshire's advanced 

up the slopes without incurring too many ~asualties.'~ 

While these occurrences undeacored the infantryman's vulnerability to indirect 

fire, it was generally tolerated as long as  adequate shelter was available. In contrast was 

their relative defencelessness from direct fire and assault by tanks such as the Mk VI 

Tiger tank- Although only appearing in limited nurnben, the Tiger tank remained the 

most feared of al1 the models available in the anenal of the Wehrmacht. Three Tiger tank 

banalions were initially deployed in Normandy; each within the Canadian and British 

~ector."~ This dubious distinction was, for some Canloans, remembered yean afier the 

fighting was over. For Roger MacLellan it was during a &y patrol that he and his men 

came across the distinctive wide tracks of a Tiger tank With this obvious evidence, his 

men became very pensive whenever the sound of amour was subsequently heard from 

the enemy positions.2o8 Th~s was a fairly cornmon behaviour as many Allied soldien 

tended to misidentiQ al1 enemy amour as either Tiger or Mk V Panther tanks. These 

-- - 

Arnold Williciq Personal Interview. Decernber 1 1. 1996. 
207 Between June 6 and August 12, the 2 British A m y  accounted for 174 Mk VIs, H.G. Gee, A Survey of 
Tank Warfare in Eurom from D-Day to 12& A u e  1944, Amy Operariod Research Group 
Mernorandun C6.5.  

Roger MacLeAhq Pasonai interview. July 25, 1995. 



misidentifications often tunied up in official documents such as unit diaries making it 

impossible to determine whether or not they were a d l y  encountered The experience 

of the 5& Duke of Cornwall Light Infantry on Hill 112 which has been cited previously 

undencores the full effect the Tiger tank could have at the tactical level, but it is not 

unique. The deadly effectiveness of the Tiger tank is M e r  substantiated by the 

battafion history of the 2* Argyll and Sutherland Highlanden when it was attacked by 

two Tiger tanks south of Caumont. 

Two Tigen moved up on B Coy's exposed lefi and, 
workïng in conjunction with some 88-mm. anti-tank guns 
which had remained concded out to the Battalion's left 
rear, were able to knock out ten of the Scots Guards' 
Churchills within the space of a few minutes. In this short 
engagement the Argylls lost Sgt Gow and two other killed. 
The Tigen alas, escaped undamaged in the direction of 
Cahagnes, and B Coy could see the oficer commanding 
the last of them sitting on the edge of his turret waving a 
mocking salute as he disappeared over the ~kyline. '~ 

For the infantryman, there was linle that could be done to defeat these large 

armoured vehicles as they were alrnost totally immune to the PLAT; the infanüy soldien 

front line anti-tank weapoe Incapable of destroying any tank except at extreme close 

range the best they could do was to at least dissuade the enemy nom continuing their 

attacks. With the PIAT this was potentially a fatal thing 10 do as it was ineffective except 

for extremely close ranges. At best, the PIAT could force the enemy to at least break off 

their attacks which was the case with of one Canloan who used the PlAT to force the 

wittidrawal of a Tiger tank As the anti-tank platwn commander for the 2& Argyll and 

Sutherland Regiment, Collin Brown would often visit his guns to confimi the gun's arcs 



of fire within the battalion's fire plan. On one occasion he was dinurbed by the approach 

of a armoured vehicle passing through a small piece of dead gound just forward of the 

cornpany's position. Moving to the crest of the defile Brown was surprised to be Iooking 

down at an idling butioned d o m  Tiger tank. Unable to shift a 6 pdr gun to the crest 

without possibly alerting the enemy, Brown ordered a PIAT team to engage the tank. 

ûpening fire at approxhately fi@ metres it was impossible for the team not to score a 

direct hit on the tank. However, to the shock of Lieutenant Brown and the PIAT team, 

the tank did not blow up, nor did the crew abandon i t  Although the shot did not penetrate 

the amour it had nonetheless, jammed the turret traverse preventing the tank crew fiom 

tuming its cannon towards Brown and the PUT team. To their relief the one round was 

enough for the enemy who, after popping defensive smoke, shified into reverse and 

quickly withdrew from where they had The main anti-tank weapon within the 

infantry banalion; the 6pdr anti-tank gun was almoa as ineffective against the Tiger or 

the Panther tank Just as with the PIAT, success depended on finng fiom close range in 

order to destroy the enemy or at Ieast drive him off. 

When William Robinson's airborne anti-tank platoon began operations on the 

east bank of the Rhine only three of the original eight guns were available; the remainder 

having been lost or destroyed during the initial airborne Iandings. With the remaining 

guns, Robinson attempted to c ~ r d i n a t e  the battalion's anti-tank screen among the 

scattered companies. The enemy realised the airborne's wealaiess and attempted to 

isolate each of the airborne companies with infantry and two Mk V Panther tanks. ïhe  

Maj. WL. McEhkree, Htsoxy of the Arsnd anci Sutbaland Highhndtxs P Barnilion (RsconShnrted~ 
(London: Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd, nd) 56. 
210 Collin Brown. Persod intenriew. December 6, 1996. 



enemy was able to move easily through the British forward formations but were engaged 

as they approached Robinson's guns. As the 6pdr could not penetrate the Panther's 

frontal armour Robinson waited until the tanks were almon paralle1 to his position before 

opening fire at the sides of the tanks. The rounds did not penetrate the tank's amour but 

managed to nartle the driver who &ove his vehicle into a steep ditch. The crew 

subsequently abandoned the vehicle in good order and the other Panther moved back 

fkom where it had corne ~r iginal l~ .~"  

Encounten such as these indicate the full effect enemy armour can have on 

infimtry operations and serve as a basis in understanding the limitations of anti-tank 

measures on the battlefield Before this can be discussed it would be pertinent to fim 

dari@ what roles the tank has on the banlefield. Although armour advocates may take 

offence, the tank remains limited in its capacity to overcome infantry in prepared 

positions. The underIying problem is the fact that a tank can only occupy the ground on 

which it is parked due to the limited Msibility of the crew when buttoned d o m  The tank 

is most effective thiough its shock effect in assisting infantry to attack and overcome dug 

in enemy u.nits.'" 

Experiencing the full extent of the shock effect of amour fint hand was one 

Canloan sexving with the 2* East Yorkshire Regiment during the battie for Chateau de 

La Londe on June 26. Having been wounded in the initial assault to clear the chateau, 

Hugh Neily had withdrawn to a vacant tank pit with approximately fifieen wounded 

soldiers when an enemy tank approached The soldien' apprehension tumed into panic 

"' W h  Robinson, Personal intemim. DeCernber 12, 1996. 
"' Governmem of Canada, The Infaimv Section and Platoon in Banle, vol. m. (Ottawa: Nationai Defence 
Headquaners, 1978) f6-3. 



when the tank began to systematically eliminate nearby soldiers in their menches as they 

tried to fight on. Even over the din of the fighting, the %und of the gars repeaîedly 

turning the m e t  and firing has remained with Neily to this day. The soldiers' fears only 

abated when they were confkonted by a Geman soldier standing over them at the edge of 

the pit Indicating where he wanted Neily to take the wounded soldiers with the point of 

his submachine gun, he nuned away and moved off to rejoin the battie."' In the 

confusion Neily and the soldiers were able to escape back towards their own lines as the 

situation was stabilised While the enemy was eventually beaten off in this p a r t i c h  

instance, it did not always occur without the defending infantry suffering heavily for it. 

During the closing phases of the Normandy Campaign the 1/6" Queen's 

Regiment had moved across the Dives River and taken up positions outside of St Pierre - 

Sur-Dives when the enemy attacked Before the Queens could Mly develop their 

defensive positions, Walter Spencer's company became embroiled in a fierce defensive 

battle against a combined infmtry ! amoured formation. Such was the detemination of 

the enemy that one tank was destroyed within fifty feet of Spencer's trench and a crew 

member bailed out and atîempted to engage him in hand to hand combat Although the 

enemy was able to ovemin his company, they were incapable of penetrating through the 

battalion's defences. The coa of the battie was high as only seven out of the original 

twenty-six members of Spencer's platoon were left by the end of the day.''' This type of 

encounter should not be considered unique as the Vm Corps experienced it repeatedly in 

its defence of the Scottish Corridor. 

'13 Hugh Nedy, Persona[ intenriew. Decemk 12, 1996. He escaped as the enemy was too preocaipied with 
the attack to provide an escort for the prisoners. Mer moving a Little to the rear, he shifted towards the 
British lines and was found by another unit in his division. 



Having taken, los and retaken the Grainville Chateau on June 29, the 6& Royal 

Scots Fusiliers from the 15& Sconish Division were in the process of king relieved by 

the 8& Royal Scots when they were attacked Tnus exposed, both banalions were caught 

by elements of the 19. Panzer grenadier Regiment of the 9. SS-Panzerdivision 

Hohenstaufen who were trying to push between Vm and JUCX Corps dong the Noyen - 

Le Haut-de-Bosq roadX5 The battle began with enemy tanks destroying the f o w d  

anti-tank guns fiom hull down positions in order to allow flame throwing amoured 

personnel carriers to infiltrate between the forward companies. After wreaking havoc 

among the forward sections, the armoured personnel carriers withdrew and the main 

assault was launched Enemy tanks moved fonvard and accompanied by the infantry, 

they began to push the remnants of both units back until ordered by the brigade 

commander to regroup and counterattack. The British trwps concenirated on stripping 

the tanks of their infantry support and continued to fight their way back to their original 

positions. Without their infantfy support the unaccompanied armour was destroyed in an 

anti-tank screen set up near brigade headquariers."6 Although this attack was driven off, 

the enemy was undeterred and prepared to try again the following day. 

With both the Royal Scots and the Royal Scots Fusiliers temporarily non 

effective, the 6" King's Own Scottish Borders took over the whole front for the 44* 

Lowland Infantry Brigade on June 30."' To bolster the KOSBs anti-tank screen, 17 pdr 

anti-tank guns from the 97" Anti-tank Regirnent were brought forward and attached to 

"' Walter Spencq P e ~ n a l  Interview. November 15. 1996. 
=15 Mamn, 47. 
216 M d Q  47. 
"' Three of the Canloam seMng with the 8& Royal Scots were kiiied in this anack See Srnia Codeword 
Canloan, 72. 



the battali~n.'~~ ïhat evening at Ol3Ohrs, the 9. SS-Panzerdivision attacked again when 

patrols infiltrated the fonvard Company of the KOSBs and had to be dnven off with 

defensive artillery fire. At 0700hrs the enemy initiated the main ana& by standing off in 

hull down positions and systematically began to destroy the banalion's anti-tank 

defences. With this accomplished, the attack fell on C C o m p y  at 105Ohrs as six tanks 

and infânûy tried to ove- the KOSBs. In spite of the deteriorating situation the KOSBs 

stood firm and through unrelenting defensive fire missions, the enemy was denied the 

ability to infiltrate with any measure of s~ccess."~ In the fighting C Company was 

depleted and so two platoons of B Company were sent to reinforce thern?' The KOSBs 

continued to hold on under constant enemy pressure throughout the day and did not drive 

the enemy off until 1600hrs when they subjected the enemy's fonning up place to 

concentrated artillery fire."' The KOSBs suffered one huodred and forty casualties, and 

B and C Company were reduced to a combined strength of three platoons.w 

The British experience was a sbarp contrast to the ability of the enemy infmtry to 

push their way into a defensive position with armour in support. This was fiuidamentally 

due to the relative ineffectiveness of British amour to suMve engagements at the same 

distances a s  the Germans tanks could. In a report drawn up afier the wa., it was noted 

that in scaling the distances of one hundred and thirty-five tank engagements, 80Y0 

occurred at ranges of fifieen hundred meten or less, with an average of nine hundred and 

MaRin, 53. 
'19 Martin, 47. 

Baggaiey, 23 
"' MaRiq 54. 

Baggaley, 25. The 19. SSPanrer~enadierreeiman reporteci its losses durhg the precedirig forty-eight 
hours as nine hundred and ninety-one kilied, wounded, or missing. See Huben Furbringer, 9. SS- 
Panzerdivision Hohenstaufen, (n-p.: Editions Heimdaî, 1984) 294 - 295. 



fifty rnetres." The Panther tank gun could penetrate 1 18mm at one thousand meters 

h i l e  the Sherman 75 could only penetrate 60mm at the same distance. Since the Panther 

has IOOmm frontal amour and the Sherman just 76mm, the consequences are obvious. 

Operational reports dram up near the end of the war M e r  substantiate this 

vulnerability. The report indicated that most of Sherman tanks were engaged on the sides 

of the hull where the amour was only 38mm thick. With an average number of 1.63 hits 

necessary to demoy a Sherman, twenty-one of thirty-six Shermans analysed had b e n  

destroyed by a single roundE4 Cornparisons of anti-tank guns further shows this 

discrepancy as the 6 pdr anti-tank gun could only penetrate 47mm of amour at one 

thousand meten. In contrast was the ability of the main German equivalent, the 75mm 

(L124), which could penenate between 4 1 and 75mm of amour at that distance? 

The Canloan i n t e ~ e w s  provide a number of examples of the problems 

experienced by Ailied armour. In his advance towards Vassey, John Dnihan's Company 

was supported by a squadron of tanks, but as the infantry approached a hi11 crest they 

were subjected to accurate shellfire. Resuming that the enemy fire 1.w being directed 

from an enerny formation dug in on the hi11 he called the tanks forward to help shoot the 

infantry forward. As soon as the tanks moved forward over the skyline they were 

immediately destroyed by the enemy. Stripped of their amour support, and with the 

range and location of their position determined by the buming tanks, the enemy resumed 

" R o d d  W. Sheppard and E. Benn, "Ranges of Engagemmrj in the Anti-tank Barde". A m y  Qmmonai 
Research Group, Memoranda 3 19, Decernber 1 95 1. 

Anos No. 2 Operatiomi Research Section, Report No. 12, "Andysis of 75- Shaman Taok 
C d t i e s  SUaered Between 6h June and 1 o0 Iuly 1944% Rimeci in Canadian Militarv Hiaom id. 7. 1. 
(Wtnter 1998)75 - 76. 

The main bartie tank of the Wehrmacht was the MK TV with a fionrai armour of Sûmm, it dred improved 
ammunition which could defeat b e e n  80 to 97mm of amour at Iûûû meters. See John Ellis, Bme 
Force, Table 6 1 and 62. 



its fire on the infantry who hastened to dig inz6 Another example occurred when Roger 

MacLellan's platoon advanced over a hill crest with armour in support and began to dig 

in. The armour remained with the infantry to prevent the enemy fiom molesting the 

infanûy until their positions were well developed Before the Glasgows could do so a 

soldier shouted a warning to MacLellan. Pausing nom his digging., MacLellan watched as 

the enemy stripped the foliage off their g u s  in a copse of woods only a few hundred 

metres away. Before he could warn the tanks, the enemy opened fire on the armour and 

knocked out the tanks before they could pull back over reverse slope." 

Even with the advantage of superior numbers, the Allies were incapable of 

overwhelming the enemy through massed attacks. The rate of attrition simply made such 

attempts both expensive and counter productive. Throughout the Nomandy Carnpaign 

the Allies enjoyed a four to one superiority in amour, but were unable to use their 

nurnben effecti~el~."~ With an average of five British tanks lost for every one of the 

enemy's destroyed, it is not difficult to understand why tank crews became cautious 

when confronted with enerny amour, anti-tank weapons, or m i n e f i e ~ d s . ~ ~  For tank 

crews, the trauma of their tank being destroyed and set on fire was something many never 

forgot. 

Soon afterwards we were hit and lceni rocked to a 
standstill. The intenor of the turret suddenly became 
intenseiy hot, a d q ~  scalding heat. I kept my eyes shut 

John DNbaR Personai heniew. September 12, 1995. 
227 Roger MacL&an, Personai Interview. Jdy 25,1995. 
*' Gee, A Survey of Tank Warfare in Europe fiom D-Dav to 1 Auma 1944, 3. Opaatiorially bowever, 
the report States that the British kept Iarger numbers back as a reserve thereby Limiting superiority to two or 
three tanks to every three enemy vebicle. 

Mues accoumed for 22.1% of tanks losses while the percemage los to tanks or mti-tank guns was 
38.9% and 22.7% respectiveiy. HG. Gee, The Comparative Performance of German Arrti-tank Weapory 
Durino Worid War Two, Amy Operational Research Group Memorandum. 2. See also Gee, A Survw of 
Tank Wadke in Europe from D-Dav to 12" Au- 1944.5. 



shielding my face with my hands.. -1 pdled myself out of 
the turret and fell over the side hitting the tracks and 
toppled to the ground As 1 laid there 1 codd see a large 
hole slightly f o m d  of the turret and flarnes started 
coming out of the m e t  together with the sound of 
exploding ammunition ... .The dreadfid cries of my crew 
trapped in Iceni, even now neariy fi@ yean later, 
occasionally return to remind me of the horror of 10 July 
1944. '30 

The vulnerability of their tanks understandably inhibited the British Army's 

ability to mirror Gennan armoured docmne as they never shared the same posin've 

experiences in infantry / amour cwperation. This does not mean that the British did not 

attempt to develop a doctrine before the opening of the Second Front. In fact, armoured 

divisions attempted to develop standard drills to communicate and cwrdinate between 

tanks and infanûy. While it was found that the infantry could work well with armoured 

units when amour was assigned to specific sub units, it still took time to develop 

effective drills and ~ i ~ n a l s . ' ~ '  This problem was never overcome and subsequently, the 

British were forced to explore solutions while in the theatre of operatiom. On their own 

initiative numerous infantry and annoured units in Nomandy tried to develop standard 

drills for the clearance of open and closed terrain"' 

One problem with these efforts, however, was the necessity of shifting armoured 

nits between different infantry formations which nullified any successes achieved in 

practising co-operation. A more important factor was the hi& turnover of personnel 

Paer Beale, Tank Tracks 9' Banalion Roval Tank R e g k m  at War 1940 - 45. (Phoenix Mü1: Aian 
Sutton Publishing LHnited, 1995) ix. 

One arperiment was the attachment of a brigade of tanks to the infàntry division Temponrily codigured 
this way for six momhs in 1943. the 1~~ Scortish worked with a brigade offanks fkom the Guards Anwured 
Division See Mar&, 17. 

The diaries and histories refer to these srpedient measures often &er their initiation to battiefieid 
conditions in Nonnandy. Thtx references do not mention exactly what drills were devdoped though. 



during the Norrnandy Campaign inhibiting the learning curve. While senior officers 

could utilise the experiences of battle to develop new drills and doctrine, the individuals 

who were to apply the lessons were not as fortunate. Faced with the lethalie of German 

anti-tank weapons, notions of aggressive massed armoured thnists were quickly 

discarded and more conservative attitudes such as survival predominated"3 The 

development of this conservative policy is difficult to criticise considering the impact of 

battle on the tanker's mode. 

We passed some of the 7 Bn RTR Churchills k i n g  loaded 
back with orninous holes in their tumets just to cheer us up 
and spent a very wet and uncornfortable &y as part of the 
Gordon's CO'S convoy, finally getting up to the tanks later 
in the &y and witnessing a scene which was to remain with 
me for the rest of my life, C Squadron Churchills on the 
skyiine blazing memly and pourhg out dense clou& of 
black smoke with their ammunition going off like a 
fireworks àisplay. The de-honed crews (those who were 
still dive) were coming back through the corn, their faces 
registering the shock of what happened to them ... What 
shocked us al1 was the fact that we had been encouraged to 
believe that our Churchill tanks were practicdly invincible 
and the tmth was very sobering indeedzJ 

Unable to enjoy the confidence in their weapons as the Germans di4 the Allies 

had to counter with the best means possible, concentrateci artillery fire. The alleged over- 

reliance on artilleq has been cited as a clear indication of the strategic and operational 

weakness of the Second British However, histon'ans presenting this argument 

make little attempt to understand the impact of artillery at the tactical level. It was 

pivotal to the success of Allied efforts and warrants a reappraisd as artillery fire saved 

233 Patrick Delafore The Black Buli From Normandv to the Baltic with the 1 lQ  Armoured Division, 
(Phoenix Mill: Alan Sutton hblishmg Company, 1993) 12. 
* Beale, 49. 
235 D'Este, 290. 



unis caught in precarious positions on repeated occasions. The experience of the 2" 

East Yorkshire Regiment at Chateau de la Londe is one exarnple. 

The chateau outside the smail village of La Londe was a key position the 

Gemans could use to block one of the main roads leading into Caen. The defence of ths 

area was assigned to Panzerdivision 21., with Panzergrena&erre&ment 192. and the 

Headquarten Company of Panzerregiment 22. dug in and around the w~ods."~ On the 

evening af June 27, the la South Lancashire Regiment began the task of clearing the 

small chateau with the armoured support of the Staffordshire Yeornanry and a troop of 

flarne throwing Crocodiles. The battaiion was successful in fighting through the town of 

La Londe, but was unable to fight into the chateau proper. Trapped in the German fire 

zone and neither able to advance nor willing to give ground, the banalion dus in only 

fi@ yards from the enerny?' The remainder of the brigade, the l n  Suffolks and the 2" 

East Yorks, were ordered to prepare to pass through the East Lancs and continue the 

attack at first light.38 As the nght wing of the atîack, the East Yorks were to assault the 

chateau while the Suffolks attacked the grounds around the buildings. Advancing with B 

on the nght and A on the le4  both companies were imrnediately subjected to intensive 

but sporadic shelling as they moved through their forming up place towards their start 

line. Breaking out of the wood line, both companies anained complete surprise and took 

their objectives with relatively light ca~ualties.'~~ 

The East Yorks proceeded to establish a defensive perimeter, but were dismpted 

when the enemy violently counterattacked A Company. Due to the swifhess of the attack 

-- 

236 Patrick Maforce, Moutv's bon Sides, (Ph- Ma: Alan Sunon Publishing Limiteci, 1995) 63. " See Norman S d e ,  Ass;uiit Division, (London: C o h i .  1947) 1 1 1. 
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the OC of A Company was only able to report the general siniation before his 

headquarters and part of his Company were ovemm.'1° Buoyed by their success, the 

enemy then attempted to roll up B Company while the battalion commander moved 

forwaid to get a grasp of the situation. Mer some effort the position was solidified and 

the enemy driven off by the devastating accuracy of the artillery fire as directed by the 

~ 0 . ' ~ '  

James Fetterly was commanding one of the lead platoons of B Company for the 

attack on Chateau de la Londe. Ln the counteraîtack by the enemy, Fetterly's platoon was 

reduced to twelve men as they muggled to hold their positions.'4' Fetterly continued to 

direct his platoon's fire although unable to prevent an enemy tank fiom infiltrating into 

his position. Even though challenged by the tank commander to surrender, Feîterly 

responded by killing the German and forcing the tank to break off its a t t a ~ k . ? ~ ~  With the 

tank driven off the platoon directed defensive fire from the artillery on the enemy and the 

position was held. For his determination and success in holding his platoon's positions, 

Feîterly was shortly afterwards awarded a Military Cross. 

On a similar occasion the timely delivery of artillery support also helped another 

Canloan s e ~ n g  with the 5/7& Gordon Regiment during the autumn battles in Holland 

As part of the generai thrust to widen the Arnhem salient and push towards the Maas 

River, elements of the SI* Highland Division had moved across the Esche Canal near 

PRO War Office 1 7l/lXV. Banalion diary of the 2d East Yorkshire Regiment hue 28, 1944. 
PRO War OfXce 1 71/1397. Banahon diary of the 2d East Yorkshire Regirnent June 28, 1944. 

"' PRO War Ofoce 171t1397. Banalion diary of the 2* East Yorkshire kgknent June 28, 1944. The 
battalion suffireci six officers and ninety-two ORS either king kilied, wounded, or missing- The Suffolks 
d e r e d  seven officers and one hundred and Bty-four ORS were kiiied wounded or missing. See Delaforce, 
Monty's bon Sides, 65. 
242 nnilitary Cross Cication encloseci in the James Fettedy S w e y .  
243 PRO War ûEce 1 7 11 13 97. Banalion diary of  the 2d Eaa Yorkshire Regiment June 28, 1 944. 



Vught. In the vanmard of this push was 

secure a bridgehead across the canal at 

responded to this threat by attacking the 

the 5/7" Gordons who attempted to set up and 

first light on October 23. The enemy quickly 

defending company, lead by the Canloan John 

Brayley. With a force of approximately eighty Germans, the enemy were able to infiltrate 

behind one of the forward piatoons where they anempted to roll up the whole company. 

Unable to clear the enemy with srnall amis fire, Brayley took the drastic masure of 

calling down artillery fire on his position and walking it to within twenty-five meters of 

his company headquarters. With the enemy ternporarity minned by the artiHery fire, 

Brayley led a counter attack. This was too much for the enemy who fled the banlefield 

1 eaving behind twenty-four prisoners, incl uding the force c~rnrnander.'~ These examples 

show just how pivotal the role of artilles. was in the defence, but it was aiso as effective 

when used offensive1 y. 

In the offensive, success for the infantry was often dependant upon their ability to 

hug the barrage as it advanced towards the German defensive positions. Such was the 

proximity of the infantry to their own shells that it was mistakenly believed by the enemy 

that the final shells exploding on their positions were flash bangs with no shrapnel 

content According to the enemy this was the only possible explanation on how British 

infantq were able to break into their positions before they could recover. In describing 

the opening barrages during Operation Epsom, the historian and former member of the 

12& SS Division stated that; "'Apparently, the last salvos had been shells which did not 

disintegrate into shrapnel on exploding. This enabled the tanks and the acwmpanying 

Military Cross Citanon Located in the Cardoan Review, v. XLI number 2. (August 1990): 55. 



infantry to follow close behind without danger. Some of the men were capwed before 

they could use their weapons, others took up the fight fiom close di~tance"."~ 

While the above statement shows how successful this tactic could be, it should be 

reiterated that this tactic did not always guarantee success. ln the case of Lewis Miller, it 

seemed that artillery support remained a dubious proposition during the four months he 

served with the 5" Black Watch. Dug in one the edge of a wooded area Miller found 

himself being attacked one evening by an enemy force attempting to probe his position. 

As he could not locate the enemy through direct observation, he decided to cal1 in 

axtillery fire forward of his position in order to dismpt any possible enemy concentrations 

located there. However, due to an error in reading the co-ordinates, or the improper 

laying of the guns, the shells landed on his position and to his immediate rear instead. 

Amplivng the terror of the shells falling in his position was the fact that some shells 

grazed the trees sending wood and shrapnel downwards into his platoon's slit trenches. 

The fire mission was ultirnately successful in driving off the enemy, but not without 

inflicting casualties within Miller' s platoon. 

Another instance also occurred to Miller in January when the battalion was 

tasked to seize an objective in a localised attack. Assisting them was a bamge designed 

to fire on their Banks to prevent the enemy from subjecting them to enfilade fire. As the 

company moved off its start line, however, things began to go wrong. Due to a possible 

rnistake in navigation the company began to shift left pushing Miller's platoon into the 

path of the artillery screen. Even after trying to shifi away from the threat and waming 

2-35 Hubert Meyer, The Histow of 12. SS-Panzerdivision ~Hïtie!riu~endn, tram. H. Ham Henscher, 
(Winnipeg: Fedowia Press, 1994) 103. This was also expressed by another Gennan veteran in How's 
112, 171. 



his OC, Miller was c d y  ordered to resume the advance on his present mis. Within 

moments the fim shells began to fa11 and creep towards the startled infantry who 

immediately broke formation and scattered for shelter. Reaching the safety of a culvert, 

Miller attempted to keep control of his platoon, but this proved impossible in the intense 

shellfire. With the attack broken, Miller attempted to assist some of the wounded trapped 

with him in the ditch when he \vas wounded himself. This encounter tunied out to be his 

last as he Luas s h o w  thereafier discharged because of the wounds he received and 

mturned to canada. '" 
Even in the relative safety of king underground, niendly artillery can be vev 

hghtening to the person experiencing i t  On July 10, Roger MacLellan fond himself 

commanding the fonvard platoon in the Company. MacLellan's platoon drew a lot of 

attention from the enemy who were attempting to push through EtenilIe and cut off 

British forces south of the Odon River. Noticing the enemy attempting to rewver 

damaged vehicles fiom the battlefield, MacLellan decided to cal1 down artille. support 

to disperse them. This did not meet with the expected response, however, as the enemy 

appeared only to be provoked h t o  attacking. Cdling down their own fire on MacLellariYs 

platoon, the enemy emerged from the British barrage and closed in on his position- 

Explaining his predicarnent to his Company commander, MacLeIlan was assured that 

m e r  axtillery support was forthcoming. The support, however, landed right in the 

midde of his position serving oniy to thicken the enemy's existing barrage. Although 

pleadùig for a cease fire on his position, the shells continued to rain down on his position 

until the enemy broke off the atrack. As terrifjmg as the shelling was the casualties were 

Lewis Miller, Persona! LnteMew. November 15, 1996. 



surprisingly light with only one soldier killed This death, however, was not one easily 

During the battle 1 called to the designated Cpl. To get 
back to Coy HQ as best he couid and he smiled. He raised 
himself up to put his webbing on and in that instant the tree 
above his head was hit by one of our own shells, the 
beginning of the barrage. A splinter of shrapnel pierced one 
of his phosphorus grenades hanging on the front of his belt 
and we saw him die a horrible death Nothing wodd put 
out the buming phosphorus as it clung to his body; his 
whole stornach was laid open and he screarned his lungs 
out right up to his last breath. '* 

The mon cornmon fom of "fiendly fire" during the Second World War was the 

incidence of artille- rounds falling short or a mistaken identification by Allied 

a i r~mf t .~ '~  One such incident occurred to the 6" North StafTordshire Regiment on August 

15 when they were mistaken as a retreating enemy force. Moving in a colurnn formation 

near St. Marc du Ouilly, the battalion was subjected to repûued attackr by Amencan 

aircraft as they mafed and bombed the shocked North ~tafYordshires.'~ The full horror 

of such m'endly air attacks occurred in other units and were both witnessed and 

experienced by Canloans. 

The 2°6 Glasgow Highlanders moved to the Caumont area in mid Jdy and 

commanding the furthest right flank in the line was Roger MacLellan's cornpany. As his 

platoon was the furthest edge of the divisional boundaq he had to maintain contact with 

'j7 Lewis Miller, Personal Interview. November 15, 1 996. 
258 MacLeh ,  Wave An Arm, 75. 
249 Many secondary works cite incidents of friendly fie but do not offer any precise detaiis. Of the battalion 
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See 4& SLI Battaiion Diary Iuly 10. One cornpany was a c c i d d y  sheiied causing an ullspecil6ed number of 
casuaities. PRO War Ofnce 171 / 1372 Banalion Diary 4" Sommer Light hfànuy. 
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Amencan forces to his immediate right. In this capacity he witnessed a shocking event 

when the neighbouring American unit moved to suaighten its lines. As he watched the 

Arnencans advance in good order, he noticed aircrafi circling above his position and 

immediately displayed his aircraft recognition panels and sent his men to cover. The 

Americans, however, did not take any such protective mesures and became a subject of 

interest to the Allied aircraft which repeatedly swooped d o m  on the exposed infantry 

and attacked them. Aithough it is not known how many Arnerican soldiers were killed in 

this attack, when they finally moved into position beside the British they were clearly 

traumatised by the e ~ e n t . ~ '  

Another Canloan experienced the effects of an air bombardrnent first hand 

Having attacked and cleared Briquessard Woods, Walter Spencer and his platoon were 

placed into rest and withdrawn to a nearby chateau Seeking some cornfort, Spencer and 

his platoon had just settled d o m  in the basement of the building and were preparing their 

fint hot meal in days when the building collapsed around them. Although unhurt and 

immediately dug out, Spencer remained stunned by the attack for hours afterwards. In 

their mistaken belief that the chateau was still occupied by the enemy, Allied aircrafi had 

targeted the building with either rockets or bombs killing two and wounding seven 

members of Spencer's platoon.'5' 

As it is evident from this chapter the Second British Amy was faced with 

challenges rhroughout the North West European Campaign that make cnticisms of its 

fighting ability somewhat misplaced It becomes readily evident that the idea of success 

on the banlefield does not hinge on simple mathematics or the quantity of material 

=' Roger MacLeiian, P e r s o d  Interview. Jdy 25. 1995. 



stacked between the attacker and the defender. The enemy, denied the ability to mass its 

formations to the same extent as the Allies, nonetheless, still enjoyed an umivalled 

superiority in their weapons. German tanks were more robust than their Allied 

counterparts in terms of the punishment they couid take and because of this, they were 

used more aggressively. Their relative invulnerability meant that German armour codd 

move closer in support of the infântry as they cleared a position, arnplifjmg the shock 

effect. At the other end of the spectm was the fact that Allied tank survival dropped 

incrementally the closer they moved towards the main Geman defences. 

The British did attempt to counter this by attempting to bolster the ineffective 

anti-tank capabilities of the infmtry by deploying 17 pdr anti-tanks guns within the 

defensive network of the front lines. These guns proved more than capable of defeating 

any German tank at moderate ranges and preserved the integrity of infantry defensive 

positions. The success of this policy is evident in the fact that the enemy amour was 

gradually forced into more conservative roles as they began to be r h c t e d  in their 

support of the infantry. The solution for the German tank crews was fairly straight 

forward as they simply increased the distance between themselves and the fonvard edge 

of the British defensive positions. The enerny then behaved as before by remaining in 

hull d o m  positions to destroy as much of the anti-tank screen as possible before closing 

in with infantry. Against this tactic there was little for the British to do but camouflage 

the guns and hold their fire as long as possible. 

The one advantage the Allies were able to maintain throughout the North West 

European Campaign was supenor support the artillery provided the infmtry. Artillery 

=* Walter Spencer, Personal InteMew. November 15, 19%. 



remained a dominant a m  through evew phase of the campaign as it provided both 

accurate and timely support to the beleaguered infantry. The support allowed the infantry 

to close within killing distance of the enemy and force their withdrawal or surrender. In a 

defensive capacity, artillery fire helped to negate the enemy's armour superiority by 

stripping the tanks of their close infantry support Once this was done, it remained 

exiremely difficult and expensive for the G e r m a  to close in on the British. Due to the 

precarious nature of some of these engagements, it is not dificult to understand how 

mistakes could be made in the bracketing of artilte-. 

Historians have cited the issues detailed above to show the deficiencies of the 

tactical and strategic abilities of the British Army. What these scholars fail to incorporate 

in their analysis is the tactical reality and the successful outcome of many individual 

engagements. When this is undertaken it becomes difficult to assert that the British h y  

lacked an agressive spirit due to its conservative armour and artilles doctrine. The fact 

remains that while the enemy enjoyed technological superio* in tanks and other 

weapons, they were repeatedly denied their strategic goals. The British had to adapt ro 

ùiferior weaponry and yet were able to draw the enerny's main amour forces on 

themselves in Normandy. The subsequent battle was costly but effective as most of the 

amour was destroyed in the three month Normandy Campaign. To the credit of the 

British Army it continued to fight and close with the enemy in spite of the technological 

disadvantage. Cornplicating the issue was the fact that casualties often undeminecl thcir 

efforts creating M e r  potential for decline in cohesion. 



Conclusion 

This thesis set out to examine the role of Canloan officers as a method of 

illuminating some aspects of the soldier's experience of war in North West Europe. Canloan 

officen generatly did not find that the @.mental system presented a serious obstacle to 

establishing the legitimacy of their leadership. They used elements of regimental traditions to 

assia in building cohaion, but did not hesitate to employ techniques developed dirring 

officer training in Canada or fiom persona1 experience. 

The problems of combat effêctiveness and mit morale have been discussed at len* 

and it is evident that the issues are more complex than the existing secondaxy literature 

would stggest The Canloan experience provides examples of extmrdinary courage and 

penistence as well as passive and active avoidance of combat The hi& rate of casualties, 

especially among officers, seems to have threatened boui morale and cohesion With regard 

to the idea of the regiment the evidence indicates tbat the section or platoon, as primary 

group, seemed to have been constantly rebuilt under the most extreme conditions of combat. 

The experience of Joseph Gauthier with the 5& Duke of Cornwall Light I n f i  

illustrates this pattern When the battalion was reduced to seventy-five effêctives in l e s  than 



twenty-four hours, the nwivors fell back to the positions held by the 4& Somerset Light 

Infantry and helped to defend the position for a M e r  twelve hours. While theorists might 

niggest that such behaviour was due to fear of k i n g  seen as cowards or shirkers, the 

evidence dernonstrates that the men willhgiy worked together respondiag to the few officers 

that remaifledS3 The experknce of the Glasgow Hiaanders at E3est suggests thar even 

with a battalion suffering £iom war weariness and great fatigue the disaster *ch r e d u d  

the banaiion to less than two hundred rifiemen, with p l a m  the size of sections, did not 

lead to m a s  desertions or a collapse in morde. The men, their NCOs and officers refomed 

themselves into an effective unit capable of combat and the eventuai absorption of 

reinforcements 

The thesis has also provided a good deal of evidence on the effect of the vast 

differences in the quality of Allied and German armour on the battlefield The ability of the 

Gemans to use their armour in combined-arms assadt tearns promoting the shock-effect of 

m o u r  has been graphicaily illu~aated The precarious position of infantry unis which 

found their positions m k e d  and isolated by armoured vehicles, which were impe~ous to 

their weapons, is a constant theme in the records of 21 Army Group. The creative use of 

PIATS, battalion 6 pdn and other ami-tank weapons, together with estematic efforts to strip 

the enemy amour of its infântry support, are equaily common themes which suggest a high 

degree of flexibility and a capacity to leam on the battlefield 

It also should be evident that the use of anillery both, to shoot the hfhntry ont0 its 

objectives and to sweep the enerny h m  its own, was a logical development which optimised 

253 See page 50. 
ZH See page 57. 



the power of the ben weapom the British poaessed Those historians, nich as John ~llis''', 

who condemn the reliance on artillery as evidence of a crude "brute force" argument should 

revisit the battlefield through the eyes of those who were there. 

Ultimately, this thesis set to address some of the dismepancies with the current 

historiography by examining the soldier's experience through the volunteers of the Canloan 

Program. This was their story. They represented a unique group for examination as they were 

identifiable and thus available for researcb As well, they were s p r d  out throughout almon 

wery battalion in the Second British Army and so it is possible to get a cross Section, albeit 

mal1 and niperficial, of the conditions withùi some of these unàs and how they hctioned 

in battle. From this perspective though the Canloans fought through every major battie in the 

campaign and siIfferai heavily for this participation They entered into a m m  that was 

both hown and &own to them and they adapted readily to meet the circurnstances. How 

they did this is just as important for the historian as what they encountered when they anived 

in England 

Unfortunately time has taken its toli on this group and at present on two hmdred of 

the original six hundred and seventy-five are still dive. As one of the closing questions in my 

interviews, 1 asked each of the Canioans to reflect on whether or not they though the program 

was success. Universally they responded that à was as the British needed them and they 

needed the British They al1 had their rasons for volunteering but they also shared a comrnon 

desire IO get into action before it was all over. Years later this confession made more than 

one srnile at their naiveté, but they s t d  firm in the belief that they had experienced 

something positive. As one Cdoan said to me after the interview, "1 wouldn't give up my 

"' John Eilis, Bme Force, (New York: V i g  1990). 



manories (of the experience) for a million dollars, but 1 wodd p. ùiree million not to do it 

-" 



Instructions: Please complete the foilowing questions as accurately as possible. A11 
responses wiii be kept in the strictest confidence. This questionnaire should take less 
than 20 minutes to cornplete. Please circle or write in the appropnate answer. If you 
have any Curther comments or experiences you wiph to share p h s e  feel free to write 
them on the back of the questionnaire. 

2. Date of enlistment (Year/Month/Day) 

3. Occupation before enlistment 

4. Were you in the Militidcadets prior to volunteering for Active SeMce? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

5. When and where did you fint hear of the Canloan Program? 

6. What maining did you receive at SOTC Sussex to prepare you for service with British 

unis overseas? 

7. How effective was this training? 

1. Very Effective 

2. Effective 

3. NeutraI 



4. Ineffective 

5. Vety Ineffective 

8. Which mit did you volunteer for and why? 

9. What was your first impression of the quality of the.. . . 

1. Troops 1. Very Good 2. NCO's 1. Very Good 3. Officers 1. V e q  Good 

2. G d  2. Good 2. Gwd 

3. Neutra1 3. Neutra1 3. Neutra1 

4. Poor 4. Poor 4. Poor 

5. Very Poor 5. Very Poor 5. Very Poor 

10. How were you received by the officea of the unit? 

1 .  Very Accepted 

2. Accepted 

3. Neutra1 

4. Excluded 

5 Very Excluded 

1 1 .  What was the balance between reguiar and reserve officen within the regiment? 

1 . Majority of the unit were permanent force members. 

2. Majority of the unit were temtorial army members. 

3. Majority of the unit were conscripts. 

12. Once in Europe, did you discover any deficiencies in the training you had received? 

1. No 

2. Yes (Please specify) 



13. How well were you accepted by the senior officen in the regiment? 

1 .  Very wel1 

2. WeIl 

3- Neutral 

4. Poorly 

5. Very Poorly 

14. How would you descnbe your relationship with your Company commander/s? 

1.  Excellent 

2. Good 

3. Neutrai 

4. Poor 

5. Very poor 

15. How would you describe your relationship with the commanding officer(s) of the 

regiment. 

1. Excellent 

2. Good 

3. Ne@ 

4. Poor 

5.  Very poor 

16. When (approximately) did you take active command within the regiment? What was 

p u r  position? 



17. Did you experience any difficdties in command due to cultural differences? 

1. No 

2. Yes (Please explain) 

18. How did the NCOos and men under your command react to the more idormai 

Canadian style of leadership? 

1. Very well 

2. Well 

3. Neutral 

4. Unresponsive 

5. Very Unresponsive 

19. How would you describe your relationship with your platoon sergeant(s)? 

1 .  Excellent 

2. Good 

3. Neutral 

4. Poor 

5 .  Very poor 

20. How did the offices of the regiment react to your m l e  of leadership? 

1. Strongly Approved 

3. Approved 

3. Neutral 

4. Disapproved 

5. Strongiy Disapproved 

Thank you for your participation 
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